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EC President Urges Iraq To Accept Resolutions 

LDO0201190191 Paris Domestic Service in French 

1800 GMT 2 Jan 9! 

{Remarks by Jacques Santer, EC president and Luxem- 

bourg prime minister, on solving the Gulf crisis. place 

and date not given—recorded] 

[Text] Europe cannot be absent from the movement 
which should lead, in our opinion, to a peace process. We 

are, alas, still in an extremely uncertain phase. The 
preconditions for any peace talks are the evacuation of 

Kuwait by the Iraqi aggressor and the installation of a 
legitimate government. After this, we can also discuss 
other problems which concern the Middle East. I believe. 

just like the president of the French Republic, that once 
the UN resolutions are accepted by Iraq and respected by 

Iraq, then the |2 will also have to contribute, within the 

framework of an international peace conference if the 

Case arises, to resolve the Middle East issues, the issue of 
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and so on 

For my part, I hope that all the diplomatic missions 
presently under way will togethe; enable us after all to 

sce a glimmer of peace between now and January 15. 

EC Must Act ‘Very Fast’ To Find Gulf Solution 

40 0201092591 Paris AFP in Enelish 0914 GM7 

2 Jan 91 

[Text] Paris, Jan 2 (AFP}—The European Community 
will have to act “very fast” if 1t wants to come up with an 
initiative in the Gulf crisis, Luxermbourg’s Foreign Min- 
ister Jacques Poos said on Wednescay. But the minister, 
whose country assumed the rotating presidency of the 

EC on Tuesday, said he was certain “we won't be going 
to war, because I have the feeling that (Iraqi President) 
Saddam Husayn will evacuate Kuwait at the last 
minute.” 

“We have the strongest and most sophisticated army in 

the world facing up to a great army, but a Third World 
one, and if Saddam Husayn does his sums, he wil! see 
that he has no chance and will give in,” he said 

Speaking on RTL radio, monitored here, Mr. Poos said 
“we will have to move very fast because there are on'y a 
few days left for a political or diplomatic initiative to 
work”. 

EC Foreign Ministers meet on Friday to discuss the Gulf 
crisis aS the deadline of January 15 approaches after 

which the United Nations has mandated the use of force 
to evict Iraq from Kuwait. “There are different options 
from contact through diplomatic channels to direct 
meetings, in Europe or another country,” he said 

The European initiative would involve exerting pressure 
on Iraqi President Saddam Husayn and explaining how 
the EC saw a post-war scenario, with the evacuation of 

Kuwait as a precondition. “At one or more conferences. 
we could then discuss force levels in the region, arms 
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control, disarmament, border guarantees and the Isracli- 

Palestinian conflict”, Mr. Poos added. 

Poos Interviewed on Peaceful Gulf Initiative 

LDO2I01208891 Paris Antenne-? Television Network 

in French 1900 GMT 2 Jan 91 

{Studio interview with Jacques Poos, Luxembourg min- 

ister of foreign affairs. with correspondent Henri Sannier 

on 2 January—tiive] 

[Text] [Sannier] Among the diplomatic initiatives, there 
is also the probable intervention of the 12 European 

States [in the Gulf crisis]. We will have a better idea neat 
Friday [after the EC Council of Ministers meeting on 
that day}. However, Luxembourg, which 1s the current 
president of the EC, has declared on several occasions 

that time 1s running out. Jacques Poos, good evening 

You are the Luxembourg minister of foreign affairs. 
What can the EC do now” Obviously i 1s out of the 
question to negotiate with Iraq, 1s 1 not’ 

{Poos] It 1s the last week of opportunity. We are only one 
weck awry from, let us say. 9 or 10 January. During this 

week, a political or diplomatic initiative 1s still possible 

After 10 January, 11 1s time [for Iraq] to evacuate Kuwait. 
and after that it will be up to the military to act. 

{Sannier] You have said on several occasions that you 

are going to launch a campaign of explanations with 
Saddam Husayn. What else can you tell him that has not 
been already said? What could make the difference now. 

minister’ 

{Poos] The difference 1s to talk with Mr. Saddam Husayn 
about the period after the crisis. If the precondition of a 

total and unconditional withdrawal is met by the date set 

by the United Nations, we are going to tell him that we 
must obviously discuss all the other Middle East prob- 

lems 

[Sannier] So, you assume that he 1s going to evacuate 
Kuwait in the next few days. What allows you to formu- 
late such a hypothesis” 

[Poos] | am deeply convinced that at the last minute 

Saddam Husayn, who 1s already known for changing his 
mind—he demonstrated that regarding the conflict with 
Iran—will pack up and go. | believe that he has after all 
assessed the strength of the forces in place. He represents 
a strong army, that is for sure. but faced with the most 
sophisticated army in the world, he has no chance of 

winning this war 

[Sannier] Let us go back to the initiative you mentioned 
earlier. If it takes place, will it be coordinated alongside 
the U.S. initiative? The French Foreign Ministry this 
afternoon announced that it favored coordination. What 
do you think? 

[Poos] It 1s also my own feelng, and it 1s shared by other 

colleagues of the [EC] Council of Ministers. I should 
point out that during our latest meeting in Rome it was 



te 

decided that a European initiative and contact between 
the [EC] Presidency and Mr. Tarig “Aziz would be made 

in close coordination with our allies, and with the wide 

anti-Iraqg alliance in the world. This ts being done at 
present 

{[Sannier] Minister, since it 1s topical. one last word about 

Michel Vauzelle’s [not further identified] trip to Jordan 
and Iraq; were you informed” 

|Poos] | was informed today about this trip. It 1s not for 

me to Comment On 11 in My Capacity as Current president 

of the Council of Ministers. It 1s an initiative by the 

French Parliament and | hope that it will be fruitful 

[Sannier] Do you not feel that France has thought ahead 
and that it has in a way beaten the European Community 
to it Oa this affair’ 

[Poos}] | do not have this impression since i is a 
parliamentary initiative. | am in constant contact with 
Mr. Roland Dumas, who was one of the first to call for 
the convening of the Council of Political Cooperation 
This 1s what we are going to do on Friday. The 12 will try 

to come out of this meeting with a collective position and 

a plan of action which “ill have to be implemented tn the 
following days 

France, EC To Coordinate With U.S. on Gulf 

100201144191 Paris AFP in Enelish 1421 GM7 
2 Jan Yi 

[Text] Paris, Jan 2 (AFP)}—Any diplomatic Gulf initia- 

tive EC ministers may decide to back at a meeting Frida; 

will be coordinated with Washington's moves and not in 

“competition” with them, the French Foreign Ministry 

said Wednesday 

European Community foreign ministers are to mect 
Friday in Luxembourg, which currently holds the E( 

presidency. to discuss a joint initiative before January 

15. the United Nations deadline for an Iraqi withdrawal 

from Kuwait. Luxembourg’s Foreign Minister Jacques 
Poos earlier Wednesday told RTL radio that “we will 

have to move very fast because there are only a few days 

left for a political or diplomatic initiative to work” 

The United States and Baghdad have both in principle 

agreed to talks betore the U.S.-led multinational force in 
the Gulf is authorized by the U.N. Security Council to 

take military action against Irag. But no date for such a 
mecting has yet been set. Mr. Poos added that he was 
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sure “we won't be going to war, because I have the feeling 
that (Iraqi President) Saddam Husayn will evacuate 

Kuwait at the lasi minute 

“We have the strongest and most sophisticated army in 

the world facing up to a greal army. but a Third World 

one, and if Saddam Husayn does his sums. he will see 

that he has no chance and will give in.” 

A French Foreign Ministry spokesman stressed that Mr 
Poos had been voicing his own opinion, but added that 

in his New Year's Day speech, French President Fran- 

cows Mitterrand had said that “peace still has every 

chance” 

Hence the usefulness of different initiatives, which are 

“compatible and would be undertaken in coordinated 

fashion”. the spokesman added 

EC foreign ministers previously decided not to organize 
a mecting with Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz before 

January 3. the date initially put forward by Washington 

US. newspapers on Wednesday reported that US. Sec- 

retary of State James Baker will make a European and 

Gulf tour before January 15 

The ministers in Luxembourg will also discuss the 

strength of EC diplomatic staff in Baghdad. the French 

spokesman said 

He added that France was “in a singular situation” 

among the EC Twelve since only the charge daflaires 

and a clerk had stayed on at the embassy in Baghdad 

(nher staff were withdrawn at the demand of Irag after 

France expelled Iraqi diplomats because Iraqi troops 

invaded the French Embassy in Kuwait 

NATO Agrees To Deploy 42 Warplanes in Turkey 
10 020716899) Paris AFP in Enelish 1654 GM 

> Jan Yl 

[Text] Brussels, Jan 2 (AFP) — The North Atlant 

Treaty Organisation (NATO) agreed here Wednesday [2 
January] to deploy 42 warplanes of its rapid deployment 

force in Turkey. the alliance said 

In a statement issued after a meeting of NATO ambas- 

sadors, it said the aircraft, from Belgium, Germany and 

Italy, would be deployed “to demonstrate the collective 

solidarity and determination of the alliance 

Ankara had requested the deployment to protect m 

against any attacks by Irag. Turkey 1s the only NATO 

member to share a border with Irag 
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Mock on Country's Contribution to Gulf Solution 

47 3772200290 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1830 GMT 31 Dec 9 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by ORF 
journalist Paul Schulmeister in Vienna on 31 Decem- 

ber—rec orded] 

[Text] [Mock] Austra will do everything to show solidarity 
with the UN resolutions while preserving its permanent 

neutrality. In particular as a medium-sized country. we are 
interested in having the rules of international law 
respected in international! relations, that 1s, seeing that the 

independence and sovereignty of small!- and medium-sized 
countnes are also respected and in not rewarding aggres- 

sion such as that committed against Kuwait 

We have seen in our history where such things lead, and 
they must simply be mmpossible in the future. Without 

overestimating our possibilities, we wall, of course. try 
within the framework of the Security Council as of the 

first day [Austria will become a member of the UN 
Security Council on | January 1991] to reach a situation 
which involves talks and which may lead to a solution in 

the Gulf that is not a military one 

{Schulmeister] Is there no way out of the current situa- 

tion, 18 the course set irrevocably toward war’ 

| Mock] | would say that the situation 1s very serious but 

that one has to do everything up to the last moment to 

preserve peace 

[Schulmeister] It was striking that Oman has urged the 

Austrian president to visit just now [Waldheim will visit 
Oman on i2 January}. Could this trip take on the nature 
of a mediating mission in the end”? 

|Mock] I believe that there has been too much speculation 

in this connection. Oman 1s very interested in this official 

visit. We know that the president has an extraordinary 
reputation in the Third World and that he enjoys great 
respect. Perhaps there are expectations linked with this 

trip, but so far these expectations have not been detailed in 
any way. Some people believe that this trip involves a 

certain risk, but I would say that if one can make a 
contribution ‘o peace one must take that risk. 

[Schulmeister] Countries such as the CSFR. Hungary. 
and now Poland demonstrate their solidarity with the 

internatronal community by getting involved in the Gulf 
region. Should Austria, too, get involved, for instance in 
the medical sector’ 

|Mock] | would consider this to be something very appro- 

priate. The Red Cross, in cooperation with the Austrian 
Army, has expressed its basic readiness to get involved 

This must still be discussed by the government 

Ministry Issues Instructions for Citizens in Gulf 

110207182091 Vienna Domestic Service in German 

L700 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Report by Agathe Zuppan] 

AUSTRIA 

[Text] Austria's Foreign Ministry has issued initial onstruc- 

tions for Austnans living in the Gulf region. Austna’s 

diplomatic missions in the Gulf states are preparing for a 
possible war. A total of 450 Austnan citizens have already 

been contacted. They all live un the region affected by the 
Gulf crisis. Nearly 300 live in Sau: Arabia, and the rest in 

Kuwait and Irag. Their relatives have also been notified 
However. the Foreign Ministry does not yet consider i 
necessary to ask them to return to Ausina 

In any case. the embassies and the Austrians living in the 

Gulf want to maintain contact with each other. Emer- 

gency power-generating sets and radio plants are being 

installed at the diplomatic missions. The neutral coun- 

tnes—Sweden, Switzerland. and Ausina—want to coop- 

erate closely in this sphere and on other rssucs. All 

diplomats who are currently on vacation have been 

asked to return to their posts in the Gulf by the weekend 
[5-6 Januar \] at the latest 

‘Secret’ Talks on Gulf in Vienna Denied 

10 OS0T0978591 lLienna AU RIER in German 

§Jan Yip 3 

[UU nattributed report: “Poker of Nerves im the Gulf 

Crisis: Secret Talks in Vienna’ ] 

[Excerpts] [Passage omitted] The countdown in the Gulf 
crisis has begun—the poker of nerves 1s reaching its 
climax. Top politicians all over the world are currently 

making a great number of appeals in an attempt to preven’ 

a military conflict at the last moment. In Paris the maga- 

zine CANARD ENCHAINE now claims that secret nego- 
tiations are currently taking place between Western states 

and Irag in Vienna, Geneva, and Oman. The usually well 

informed magazine refers to “Arab and European 
sources.” 

The Iraqi Embassy in Vienna told KU RIER that this was 

the first « had heard about such secret talks. Iraq 1s 

basically ready for talks—“wherever they may take 

place’"—but nothing 1s known about secret negotiations 

in Vienna. The Austrian Foreign Ministry told KURIER 
laconically: “A rumor.” [passage omitted] 

In the meantime KURIER has received confirmation 
from the Chancellor's Office that Forergn Minister Mock 

will accompany President Waldheim on his trip to Oman 

from 12 to 14 January 

Defense Minister Comments on Army Reorganization 
11020710409] Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German J112 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Interview with Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend by 

news announcer Thomas Fuhrmann in Vienna—tive] 
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| Text] [Fuhrmann] Mr. Minister, area defense and key 
zones—are these concepts of the 1970's now compictely 
out of date and do we, in view of the changed situation 
in Europe, now just have to send the Austrian Army to 

safeguard the borders’ 

|Fasslabend] lt would certainly be too carly to speak of a 
complete change. However, I think that marked changes 
are indeed necessary. This means the concept must be 
shifted from area protection to border protection. In the 
future, the focal point must certainly be the border 

|Fuhrmann] Will we then not need many new barracks at 
the borders or in the border regions, accommodations 
tor the soldiers who have to work there’ 

|Fasslabend] We must certainly check whether in spe- 
cific cases it 1s appropriate to shift the barracks, but 
Austria 1s not so large and if the troops are very mobile 
1 think that we can make do with the current locations 

{[Fuhrmann] Will this also lead to a reduction of troop 
strength, if one concentrates on safeguarding the borders 
and does not focus on the militia, which 1s located in 
special areas? Will we need fewer soldiers in the future’ 

[Fasslabend] At the moment, this cannot be said with 
certainty. If one compares Austria’s troop strength with 
that of comparable neutral states, such as Sweden or 
Switzerland, one must say that we still have a certain 
deficit, Sweden, which can be compared with Austria in 
the number of inhabitants, has 600,000 soldiers in case of 
emergency, according to its latest plan, Switzerland has 
400,000; Austria has 200,000. This shows the proportions 
so we will have to work economically in the future 

{Fuhrmann] On the other hand, our Eastern neighb 
reducing their troop strengths. The Soviet soldi 
Hungary and in the CSFR will be withdrawn by the middk 
of neat year. Thus, reductions are being made there 

|Fasslabend] The troop strengths in our immediate 
ne'ehboring countries are barely being reduced—only to 
ai. extent of a maximum of five to 10 percent—so this 
does not result in any direct consequences for Austria 

{Fuhrmann] What does this mean for military service in 
the future? You said that the duration of military service 
iS NOt a taboo susyect for you. In the course of ihe 
changed situation in Europe and as a result of the 
abolition of the enemy image—there are certainly new 
images of threat—must this be newly discussed by the 
big parties, by the parliamentary parties’ 

|Fasslabend] This 1s not a matter that must be decided or 
discussed over the next few weeks or months. The 
government program envisages a certain so-called time 
frame, namely 1992. First of all, the focal issues musi be 
the very specific effects on the command structure on 
raining and on operational organization. Afterwards, we 
will see how much time one needs for military service 
also in connection with measures of how one can ma 
the Army in general more attractive for the draftees 
And, as you already mentioned, this is not taboo for me 
We will give the Army the time it needs 
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{Fuhrmann] You spoke about the command structure 
This means this certain duaisty: ihe dualism between the 
Troop Inspectorate General and the Army Command 
Are you considering a new organization which would 
abolish one of these two staffs’ 

|Fasslabend] There are the most vaned models of what 
this might look like mn the future. For me there 1s actually 

only one goal. that 1s, to simply abolish the two- and 
three-fold paralicis that sometimes cxrst and to make the 
Army more cfficrent in order to accelerate the vanous 
processes. Tomorrow | wall have the latest relevant 
proposal presented, and | am sure thal over the neat icw 
weeks we will be able to reach a preliminary decision 

{Fuhrmann] This study [on new tasks facing the Austrian 
Army as a result of the changes in the international 
situation] also mentions that there are new fears now, 
not so much military fears but the fears of the population 
concerning the dangers to the environment, streams of 
illegal refugees, and structural changes because of the 
economic changes in our neighboring states. The study 

also speaks of potential losses in acceptance, that 1s. the 
acceptance of the Austrian Army by the population. and 
problems with justifying the continued exrstence of this 
body. What do you want to do about these changed 

sentiments of the population” 

| Fasslabend] | must say, | was actually very glad that the 
study confirmed the problems I mentioned at my first 

public appearance. | also think that in the future one will 
certainly have to try to create some kind of a peacetul use 
on the one hand. That 1s, if we assume that there 1s not 
to be any war during the coming decades, the Army 
should be able to offer a very specific benefit to the 
population for this period so as not to create any 
problems of acceptance. This means the people should 
fully accept the multifaceted Austrian Army. They 
should agree with its exrstence. And for this purpose it 1s 
necessary. in my view, to smooth the transition between 
civihan and military life a bit. In other words, there 
should not be any rigid separation—actually, this did not 
cxrst in the past, esther, but the Army should not rsolate 
itself. There should be a smooth exchange 

[Fuhrmann}| You said that the duration of military 
service 18 not a taboo subject for you. Is the topic of a 
professional army or general military service also not 

taboo for you” 

[Fasslabend] I think that we should stick to general 
military service in any case 

[Fuhrmann] For the short term or in the long run” 

|Fassiabend] Also in the long run, because | also think 
that if one assumes that conflicts may break out in 
various corners of the world or problems, such as envi- 

ronmental disasters, might happen, one needs a greater 

.roop strength, and this 1s ensured on'y by gencral 

nmulitary service 

|Fuhrmann] Thank you very much, Mr. Minister, tor the 
visit to our studio 
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Belgium 

Country Agrees To Send Warplanes to Turkey 

12.0201162391 Paris AFP in Enelish 1611 GMI 

> Jan 9l 

[Text] Brussels, Jan 2 (AFP)}—Belgium agreed here 
Wednesday [2 January] to send 18 Mirage-5 warplanes 
to Turkey in response to a Turkish request for aid from 

the North Atiantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 

Belgian Foreign Affairs Minister Mark Eyskens. quoted 
by the Belgian news agency Beiga. said after a meeting of 
Belgium's minisicrial security Commiutice that the aur- 
craft would play a “dissuasive and defensive role 

The Belgian announcement came as NATO ambassadors 
were meeting here to evaluate Turkey's request for 
warplanes to protect 1 from any Iraqi attack 

Turkey, the only NATO member to share a border with 
Iraq. has asked the alliance to send the air arm of its 

Allied Mobile Force, comprising 42 warplanes from 
Germany, Belgium and Italy, with up to 300 men 

A NATO diplomat said here that the ambassadors were 

likely to approve the Turkish request 

Turkey has asked that the aircraft be sent before a 

deadline of January 15 set by the United Nations Secu- 

rity Council for the possible use of force to cxpel Iraqi 

forces from Kuwait 

BENELUN s 

Last week, Germany and Belgrum sent military deicga- 
ions to Turkey to study the request. The Turkish Gov- 

ernment has sand the NAT aircraft would be used only 
for detence 

Red Cross Official Says No Famine in USSR 

10 0201191291 Paris AFP in Enelish ISSOGMI 

> Jan ¥!l 

[Text] Brussels, Jan 2 (AFP}—No onc 1s starving in the 
Sovict Unson and there 1s no need to st up an emer- 
gecncy and programme, a representative of the Beiguan 
Red Cross said here Wednesday [2 January) on return 

from a Sovict vesit 

“The situation in the Sovict Union 1s tairly satustactory 

We saw no cases of famine.” Dr. Charics Salpeteur told 
the Belga news agency after making an i i-day tour of the 
country at the request of the Belgian Government 

“It's very far from the situation in Romania and there's 

no need to set up an emergency aid programme.” he 
added 

(in December 15 the European Community decided to 

send the Sovict Union one billion dollars’ worth of 

emergency aid 

But according to Dr. Salpeteur. the fact that people lined 
up outside stores and ration tickets were being handed 
out did not mean a famine was under way 

The Belgian Red Cross might decide to send some aid to 
the poorest peoplic. however. he said. noting that begging 

had reappeared in Moscow 



King Husayn Arrives for Gulf Tatks With Major 
LDO2011 72291 London PRESS 14SSOCIATION 

ai } ne , if jj i,VWi » Jae 

[Report by Gavin Cordon] 

[ Text) King Husayn of Jordan arnved mm Britain toda, 
for talks with the primc munmsicr on the Csulf creses, The 

Royal Jordamian Airways Lockheed Tri-Star carr img the 
hing hus Amencan-born wile Yueen Nur and a team of 

advisers touched down at Heathrow shortly before tom 
an aiTporl spokesman said 

Tomorrow's talks will be Mr Major's first mecting with 
an Arad head of state since laking over trom Nirs 
] hy alc her 

King Husayn onc of the tew Arab leaders still on 

speaking terms with Iraq: Presedent Saddam Husayn 
following the invasion of Kuwart. has tried to act as a 
mediator in the crisis 

Following hrs talks in London ne 1s expected to fly on to 
Paris. Rome. Bonn and Luxemboure alth ugh details 
have vet to be frnalised 

Husayn Comments on Tour 
4 PNOCUT IG IVS Amman Jordan lele nm VaeTMere 

n Arab 1800 GMT 2 Jan WO 

[Arrival statement by Jordan's King Husayn to uniden 
tiftec reporters in London on 2 Januarv—recorded in 
English] 

[Text] [Reporter] What will be your message to John 
Mayor when you meet him” 

| Husayn] 1 wall be meeting the prime minister tomorrow 
and we will talk about the problems of mutual interest 
and concern at this very critical tome. and also th 
bilateral relations between us. and the [words indistinct] 
that the prime minister [words indistinct] 

[Reporter] Sir, do you think the prospects of war have 
got worse’ Do you think it 1s more hikely there will be a 
war’ 

[Husayn] | hope and pray, and will continue to do 
everything in my power, hopefully, to prevent its occur 
ring, and to work for a peaceful settlement of this 
problem and all the problems in our region 

[Reporter} More people are saying. though. what the 
Americans—what President Saddam Husayn—do vou 
think those prospecis are worse” [question as he ard} 

|Husayn] I think there 1s hope—there has got to be. and 
we have to keep it alive, and hopefully war will be 
averted 

[Reporter] Sir, do you think the Americans and th: 
Iraqis can still be persuaded to sit down and talk” Is ther: 
still a chance of that’ 
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[Husay5/ There must be a chance —inecre must fe a 

chance. anc’ | am sure there 1 

|(Reportcr] What do you mtend to do between now and 
lanuary 15. when that deadline 1s reached” 

|Husayn] Obviously now I am here on thes visit. and | 
will be visiting some European capitals on my way back 
home, much before the 1 Sth of January 

[Reporter] And wha. would vou be cling all of those 

peopl 

|Husayn] | wall bear from them and speak to them on the 
need to avert war and to work for peace. not only in 
regard to the particular crisis we are facing right now. "ut 
in the entire regoon 

[Reporter] What would be the mplications for the region 
i there « war—what would be the mmplications for 
lordan—were there to be a war’ 

[Husayn] It would be obviously the same as it applies to 
everybody im the region, and | think i as very, vers 
difficult to forecast what the results could be in terms of 
the human losses. in terms of the wounds that could 
remain open for a very. very long time. the cconomn 
disaster, the ccoolugical disaster, the turbulence that 
would follow within a very vast region of the world for a 
long tume to come. But | hope and pray that it could be 
averted. and, God willing. common sense will prevail 
and this 1s what I beleve must happen, and what I am 
working for 

[Reporter] Do you think the EEC can have a separate 
role to play im averting war, as some people arc Saying’ 

|Husayn] | am sure it will be complementary effort to all 
the efforts that are—and may be a Icading cffon— 
towards helping create what we needed all along, and 
what we still need: and that 1s, a dialogue between the 
parties in the region and obviously between the United 
“Mates and Iraq, and the world and Irag. to deal with the 
immediate crisis and hopefully. later on. to work—all of 
us—for the resolution of other problems in the region 
and for peace and stability and a better future for 
geencralions to come 

[Reporter] Is that what you would be trying to achieve 
though, sir, when you tour Europe—trying to get the Et 
tO Step up its cflorts to oppose war’ 

[Husayn] We are perfectly ready to talk to our frends 
about anything that concerns them at this stage, as | am 
sure we have many mutual concerns, and our work and 
our ctiorts will be directed towards the future, and in the 
interest of gencrations to come—in the region and on the 
world. Thank you very much 

[Reporter] Thank you very much. indeed 
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Hurd Emphasizes Gulf l timatum Not Negotiate 

LDO201211591 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1909 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Report by Tom McMullan. diplomat correspondent} 

[Excerpt] Mr Douglas Hurd today began an micnsc 
round of “tclephone diplomacy” with Britain's Euro- 
pean partners to convince Saddam Husayn that there 
will be war unless he Quits Kuwan by January 15. The 

foreign secretary thought to be concerned by reports 
that some key European Community countries favour 
talks proor to the Urned Nations deadline for Iraq 
withdrawal 

Mr Hurd wants Baghdad icft in no dow that any “talk 
about talks” when EC foreign minesters meet in Luxcm- 
bourg on Freday does not mean that the demand to quit 

Kuwait 1 megotuatable. Officials in Whitchall tonight 
said there was stell uncertasmty on whether Saddam. felt 
to be surrownded by “ves” men. ccalsses farlure to quit 

the annexed cmurate will lead to a powerful military 

strike 

Mr Hurd’s move comcded with the arnval om Britain 
today of Kong Husayn. He woll meet Prime Minister 
John Major tomorrow and will fly on to Luacmbourg on 
Friday—an initiative seen as a lasi-ditch atiemm! by th 

king to prevent war. [passage omitted] 

Women, Children | rged Te Leave Jordan, Yemen 

LD0201133891 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1314 GMT 2 Jan 9/ 

[Report by Tom McMullan, political staff] 

[Text] Britush wives and children in Jordan and Yemen 
should leave before January 15, the United Nations 
deadline for Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwart. the Foreign 
Office sand today. In Jordan, the British community 
totals just over 400, of whom about 200 are women and 
children. The British community in Yemen numbers 

about 260. of whom about 0) are women and children 
The Foresgn Office said its advice did not apply to those 
in employment but had a duty to advise Britons 

abroad who might be at risk 

“The advice should not be taken to mean that hostilities 

are either ummuinent of inevitable.” a spokesman said 

The Foresgn Office added that tourists should not visit 
the area. Those who had necessary business to conduct in 

the area should not be deterred but they should register 
their arrival with the nearest British diplomatic mission 
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The spokeeman sand. “We beheve the tame 1s mght for a 
‘uibpsiantial roductson on numbers in thos: two countries 
Thes % 2 precauleonary measure” 

[yplomatx obse.vers saw the advice as a further 
warnig to Irag that there was no wei kening m the 
Brush demand that Iraq: troops should be withdrawn 
trom Kuwart If hostelstecs break out, the cvacuation of a 
smalicr number of Britrsh cotuzens wall be bess difficult 

(iher Western countnes are understood to have mnssucd 
sumular advice to them cruzens. Early on December. the 
Foregn Office msucd semilar advice to Britssh depen 
dents living mn the eastern province of Saud: Arata and 
mber Cull states 

Navy Reservists Asked to ‘Volunteer’ for Duty 
EDOQUTISIO9! London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

n Enelish 1639GMT 2 Jan 9l 

[Report by Charlies Maller. defense correspondent] 

[ Teat] Defence chicts have rssucd appeals to 2.500 naval 
reservists to volunteer for duty as a result of the Gul! 
crrsss, ot was disclosed tomght. Official letters have been 
sent out to the Royal Fleet Reserve because of a shortage 
of engineers and communications, medical and supply 
personnel. The move follows last weck'’s decision by 
Defence Secretary Tom King to call up 390 Army and 
RAF [Roval Aw Force] reservists because only 700 
volunteers responded to a semilar appeal 

According to Minrstry of Defence [MOD] sources. morc 
than S00 naval volunteers are required for active duty 
However, tt 1s lbkely most will be asked to serve in 
Britain. helping to release serving personne! for duty im 
the Coull 

The need to boost manpower 1s a result of mercasing 

crew numbers aboard the Navy's four warships and five 
muinehunters to ther full operational requirement In 
addition, extra staff have been required to man the joint 
headquarters at High Wycombe and the Naval head 
quarters mm the Saud: capital Riyadh 

“(hv crall, we have had to fill another 1.400 jobs.” said a 
Naval source. “That «= why we are having to seck 
volunteers.” The Royal Navy was some 2.000 personne! 
short of 1s manpower target before the Gulf crisis began 

lat August 

The reservists have until January |! to reply. The letiers 
stress it 1s not a formal “call-out” bul an mvitation to 
volunteer for service. However. if insufficient volunteers 
come forward, the MOD will review the situation and 
decide whether to mvoke Section 10 of the Reserve 
Forces Act and issuc compulsory call-up papers. The 
MOD has emphasised that under current Icgrsiation. 
reservists’ civilian jobs are guaranteed and cxtra pay 1s 

availabic to ensure they are not out of pocket 
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* B-C Co amission Starts Hearings on Future 

* Bourassa, Parizeau Speak 

VIE SOISOA Montreal LE DEVOIR in French 
? vit WipkB j> 

[iext] 

Robert Bourassa: To Remain What We Are 

Excerpts from the address delivered by the prime min- 
ister of Quebec at the opening of hearings by the B+ 
[Beianger-Campeau}] Commission on the Political and 
Constitutional Future of Quebec 

Quebec, as we know, 1s a distinct society, and one whose 

+undew to the world, economically speaking. 1s growing 
‘¢ « ‘er, Whatever happens. Quebec will obviously 

avays remain a distinct society and. im our view, 

*ae?sec must also remain a privileged environment for 
all investors. This 1s admittedly fundamental for our 
social and cultural progress. This 1s essential 1 our young 

people are to have confidence in their personal economic 
futures. This 1s also more and more indispensable from 
the standpoint of coping with the growth in government 
det stemming, as we know. from increased government 
spending accompanied by a stabilizing or lowering of 
revenues, owing to the impact of international competi- 

thon on production costs 

In this connection, therefore, there are cconomic ties 
between Quebec and the rest of Canada, considering also 
their North American contest, that will have to be 
examined with a sense of realism. There 1s the entire 
question-——much has already been said concerning 11—of 
monctary umon. In this respect, the European debate 
could well be an interestyng reference. All his question 
of the democratic legitimacy of the Centrai Bank. Surely. 
your experts will be able to offer some inieresiing view- 
points on the msue 

| have always held that, inherent in the logic of the 
economic progress that 1s essential for our future, there 
hes this enternal dynamic, in the acceptance of a customs 

union, that itself leads to the acceptance of a monctary 
umon, and to exactly the extent to which ties are 

necessary between monctary union and political unson 
In this regard, one cannot avoid noting the very recent 
cxample of Germany, where monctary unification cer- 
tainly con'ributed, im some way, to political unification 
There are all the advantages of triple mobility to con- 
sider’ Mobility of assets, mobility of persons, and 
mobilty of capital. With what pol.tical structure are we 
to support this triple mobility” 

These few remarks, ladies and gentlemen, are intended 
to explain the importance that we all accord, without 

exception, to the e .»omuc aspect of this rssuc. Indepen- 

dently of this aspect, permit me to add a few words on 
the more specific rarson d'etre of this Commission 
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On 23 June. | said that the Lake Meech agreemen: had 

been a test of English-speaking Canada’s desire to under- 
stand Quebec, and that the decision to reject ot had 
again. as a logical result, put our politcal future at assuc 

This Parliamentary Commission, therefore, exceptional 
though i 1s, 1s sustified. The business befor: thes Com- 
mission 1s the poluscal future of Quebec. The rssuc in 
question 1s the constnutonal and political status of 

Quebec. And the National Assembly asks this Commus- 

son to make a hrstonc contribution to the defining of 
the essential pomnts of that siatus 

The debate and delybcration that are to begin now can 
hardly exclude any problems. or any options. In this 

hight. the needs of Quebec's socecty will be analyzed in 
their entirety during the coming months, and the Que- 
becers will make themselves heard as to how those aceds 
can best be satesfied 

It 1s nevertheless to be cxapected that the needs intimately 

connected with the protection and promotion of Que- 

bec": specific character will be the obyect of the Commus- 
sion'’s very special attention. The identification and 
acknowledgment of cur difference. of our distinct char- 
acter, has been, historically, the gusding principle of the 
action and constitutional demands of every government 
True, the means have varied, but the fight has always 
been for the nght to remain what we are. The means. the 
powers indispensable to the maimtaining and Jevclop- 

ment of the specific character of Quebec. are an essential 
domain in which the National Assembly must be sover- 
cign 

Quebec 6 characterized as much by the high democratic 
level at which operates, as by the great respect 
accords to the freedoms and sights of the individual in 
the pursuit of the interests of the collectivity. Thus, the 
debate that 1s about to begin will have to take into 
consideration the important role of the English-speaking 
communrty, the autochthonous perulation, and the cul- 
tural communities in the developi..ent of Quebec. Con- 
sidering the predominant force of the English language 
in modern communications, however, and considering 
also the demographic and migratory realities that 
directly influence i, the protection and promotion of our 
language and our culture, of our distinct identity, repre- 

sent a more substantial and more difficuli challenge than 
ever 

For cxample, how can Quebec's identity be protected 
and promoted without the power and capability to act 
effectively on the demographic and migratory phe- 
nomena that literally fashion its aspect of tomorrow. For 
Quebec, the abiliiy to exercise effective powers in these 
sectors will determine its capabilities and effectiveness 
of action in four major areas that are the pillars of 

Quebec's future Demographic realignment, cconomic 
prosperity, perpetuity of our French reality, and opening 
to the world. Immigration enriches the Quebec society, 
facilitates its opening to the world. The contribution of 
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immigration to our demographic realignment is undrs- 

putabie and has siraicgs effects wn the mamtataing of 

our relative weight within Canada ani North America 

From an cconomac standpoint. ummuigs 4ti0a permits the 
mycction of new capital and can stmulate cconomK 

growth. Obviously. reception and language imicgration 

pol.cres with respect to immigrants must be so designed 

that these new Quebecers will adopt the language of the 
majority. The chowe 1s difficult. Not only must the 
number of ummuigrants be controlicd. bul our ability to 

receive them must also be developed. Other cx1ampics of 

powers that are keys to our development. particularly 

those relative to occupational training and communina- 

ors, could be added, ladies and gcentiemen These 
powers are linked to Quebec's distinct character and at 

the same tome are armed at reducing duplication of 
SeTv ices 

The Commussion must therefore be like the population 

we represent: Tolerant but resolute. mgorous but at the 

same tome enamored of freedom and respectful of the 

pluralism of our society. The social and political matu- 

rity of the population must characterize our delibera- 

tions. The functions, ecxpernences, and qualifications of 

the members of the Commussion enables them to ade- 

quately and legitymately represent all the Quebecers, and 
to undertake a defense and a solidly-based and enlight. 
ened promotion of Quebec's higher interests 

As for us, we shall approach this Commussion with 

confidence, realism, and openacss. Confidence because 
Quebec has proven throughout its history thai «1 ts 

capable of accepting the challenges it must confront. Onc 
need only note its exceptional growth over the past 4) 

years. Realism because Quebec must move with the 

umes. And im this respect. economic interdependence 

can hardly be avoided. Openness because we do not want 
tc conclude without having listened And we hope this 
attitude will be shared by the large mi jority of our fcllow 
ciuzens. | thank you 

Jacques Parizeau: Sovereigaty the First Issue To Be 
Addressed 

Excerpts from the address delivered by the leader of the 
PQ [Quebec Party} at the start of hearings before the 

Commission on the Political Future cf Quebec 

What, in the final analysis, 1s sovereignty” For we must 

be clear on this point. A country’s sovereignty 1s that 
country's ability to enforce the collection of all the levies 

and taxes that its cit.zens are required to pay. Sover- 
cignty 1s retention of control of all the laws applicable to 

its citizens. Sovereignty 1s the ability to negotiate all the 
binding agreements between a country and its neighbors 
or other countnes of the world. Sovereignty 1s all these 

things 

What sovereignty will offer to the men and women of 
Quebec 1s the possibility—when boiled down to its bare 
essentials—of managing their own affairs in their own 
interests or their own interest, the possibility of modding 
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themscives of arbitratrons m which Qucbecers- -as a 

minonty—are frequcniiy subjected to onmentzions thai 

are foreign ‘o them and of which they went no pari 
necessarily: and the possibility of burlding them future a° 

they sec ul 

Defined in this mo nner, however. sovereignty poses a 
rsk—one that could be quite a serious rsk. It 1s the risk 

of fallang back upon oneself, of a total withdrawal within 

onesclt, and, ict’s face ut. navel gaz-ng [nombmnilisme] 

And «1 1s these reasons, the avondance of these risks, thal 

give rise to the absolute necessity of an opening to the 
world and of cconomec association 

In essence, whal prevents a people that has becom 

sovereign irom withdrawing within iself 1s. in our cra 
the need of cconomuac association in ali its asrocts sad 

formas But aside from soverergnty, perhaps another of 

the Jestinctive characteristics of Our cra 1s that of having 
made ut possible for small countries to cam, live 
prospur. anc develop within broad cconomx bounds 

Thas 1s the most meaningful discovery of the contempo- 
rary cra. li «s oow known that one can be Danish. or a 

Luaxembourger. in the European Economic Community 
just as one can be a Quebecer m the ng North American 
marke! 

We saw these issucs discussed at great length duryne the 
debate on free trade betw cen Canada and the United 
States. But the test of ‘.ce trade, the reali test of this 
debate, like the test of sovereignty, for that matter. from 
an economic standpoint, hes »n the pressure ut generaics 
to be competitive im relation to the ng market, the 

pressure to show day after day that one 1s capabic o/ 

being competitive beyond onc’s own national bound- 
ares. And ut 1s om thes way that a withdrawal within 

oneself can, mm a sense, best be avoided 

(hviously, mn \he case of Canada, the cconomic assoc 

ation of a sovereign Quebec, with Canada. can, and | am 
convinced will, involve a great many issues: Monctary 
umon, obviously. customs union, unavoidably. transpor- 

tation issues, certainly, Communications msucs, pcob- 

ably. There 1s a plethora of domains in which a sovereign 
Quebec will have to delegate a number of powers. and 
even resources. But to delegate them. one must ‘irst have 
them. One cannot delegate what one doesn't have 

On what terms are these modes of economic association 

acceptabie” On terms that are mutually advantageous to 
both parties. Let's not delude owrselves: Only the co- 

nomic interest of both parties will guaramer the modes 
of association, the number of modes of association. and 

the characteristics of thes assoriation. Absent pornt inter- 

ests, an cconomic association is bul a dead ond. The 
more areas there are in which mutual advantage can be 

found to cxrst, the more modes of &. onomic association 

there are likely to be 

Nevertheless, Mr. President, emphasizing the need of 
cconomic association, m our era, docs not im relf, in 

any way whatever, imply political association And | 
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think that one of the Commission's important roles «il! 

be specifically to clarify this 

As for political association. | would like to say a few 

words, because | sometimes have the impression that 

there is a strong temptation to conjure up federalism’s 

fifteenth last chance. to seek. in effect. a way to return to 
federalism, by suggesting modifications to 1 

This has gone on now for the past 45 years 

There 1s something somewhal despairing about this 
series of failures, this series of hopes in Quebec, always 

ending in disappointments. the most recent of which, | 
have the impression. was for a large number of Que- 
becers the last disappointment of their hopes. Whatever 

may be the political changes being considered today, ict 

uS IP aliy Case remember one thing: These political 

changes will have to be adopted within the present-day 

Canadian tiamework, within today’s constitutional 
framework 

The provinces that have reiused to recognize that 
Quebec is a distinct society are going to be found again 
refusing to accept that because of this distinct character 

Quebec has and musi have more powers. What has 
already been a no to less will not be a yes to more. And 
let there be no doubt whatever that a great many of the 
changes in the model of the political association cur- 
rently being heard talked about will have to be approved 
unanimously by the provinces, and the rest by seven 

provinces and 50 percent of the population. 

This ts as much as to say, today, barely a few months 
after the failure of Lake Meech on 23 January: Let's not 
lose sight of the fact that if a new try is made, it 1s these 
provinces, these other Canadian provinces, that will say 

yes or that will say no. And that in this case, political 

association and all attempts to modify that political 

association can “cll end up being merely a status quo of 

sorts that dares not reveal itself as yet. To the extent that 

this may not be the case, I think that the burden of proof 

of feasibility f the operation is on those who arc again 
secking to bring about changes within the Canadian 

political framework. If, after so many failures, some 
want to try again, then, at least, let the burden of proof 
that it 1s the least bit feasible be on those who want to try 
again 

But whatever the case, Quebec's sovereignty 1s the sole 
motion of profound, fundamental significance that the 
Quebecers can introduce without its being subjected to 
constiiutional approval cy the rest of Canada. In the 
name of the right of peoples to self-determination, a 

declaration of the sovereigniy of Quebec is the sole 
fundamental and profound move the Quebecers can 
themselves introduce without asking anyone else's 
authorization 

I conclude as follows: Economic association 1s a funda- 

mental need in our era. It 1s unavoidable. It 1s obvious 
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that Quebec cannot by any stretch of the imagination be 
expected to pull back with respect to its vital present-day 
needs 

But there must clearly be the intent to mtroduce the first 
move—-that is. sovereignty—in order to be able to 

debate, and to negotiate the second—which 1s economic 
association. And in this respect, I think we are going to 

have to stake oul our positions very soon. It 1s very 

interesting to note this pressure that has been building 
for some time in business circles, in effect saying to the 
Quebecers: It's up to you to decide. The situation must 
be clarified. Let's not spend years muddying the waters. 
clouding the issue, mistaking one concept for another. 

* Approaches Differ 

YIENGISOB Quebec LE SOLEIL in French 
6 Nov 90 p A-7 

[Article by Andre Forgues: “Bourassa and Parizeau 
Approaches Appear Irreconcilable”’—first paragraph 1s 

LE SOLEIL introduction] 

[Text] Robert Bourassa will talk monetary union and 
supranational parliament, Jacques Parizeau will charac- 

terize a sovereign Quebec. It 1s along these seemingly 
irreconcilable approaches that the proceedings of the B-( 

[Belanger-Campeau] Commission, formed by the two 
political leaders from Quebec after the failure of the Lake 

Meech agreement, will begin. 

The hearings of the historic Commission on the Political 
and Constitutional Future of Quebec will open this 

morning with statements by the 37 members comprising 
it, including Mr. Robert Libman, leader of Parti Egalite 
{Equality Party], the commission's only member without 

the right to vote. 

In effect, Mr. Bourassa’s speech this morning will be a 
continuation of his 4 September address before the 

National Assembly, at the time that the law creating the 

commission was passed. That day, the prime minister 

reiterated that one of the parameters that must deter- 
mine the course of the commission's deliberations on 

Quebec's future, 1s the Quebec people's economic secu- 
rity, the primary component of which must be the 
retention of a common currency. 

“Economic integration leads to political integration, and 
if there 1s a common currency there must be a central 

bank. And if there is a central bank, it 1s clear that one 
cannot but recognize the pertinence of a parhament 

elected by universal suffrage.” Mr. Bourassa added 

On the same occasion, Mr. Jacques Parizeau, the oppo- 

sition leader, evoking the failure of the Lake Meech 
agreement, pointed out that “our entire history 1s 
marked by political or constitutional agreements that 

end up in the air.” 

The commission, Mr. Parizeau continued, “can become. 
for the people of Quebec, the window to their future.” 

Alone, last night, in the privacy of his home, the PQ 
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{Quebec Party] leader was preparimg the speech that he 

will give this morning in the Red Hall of Parliament, in 
which he aims to characterize a sovereign Quebec 

[hirty-Seven Miembers 

The commission's hearings will begin at 1000 hours and 
will be telecast live on cable TV (Channel 2 in the 
Quebec region). The copresidents, Mr. Michel Belanger 
and Mr. Jean Campeau, will be the first to speak. They 
will be followed by Mr. Bourassa and Mr. Parizeau 

As defined by law, the commission's mandate 1s to study 

and analyze Quebec's political and constitutional status. 

and 1 make recommendations in its regard 

The commission includes 19 National Assembly depu- 

ties: Ten liberals, including Mr. Bourassa, Ministers Gil 
Remillard and Claude Ryan: seven members of the PQ. 
including Mr. Parizeau, Mr. Guy Chevrette, and Mr 

Jacques Brassard, and two members of Parti Egalite. of 

whom only Mr. Richard Holden has the right to vote 

The commission also includes three deputies of the 

House of Commons: Conservative Jean-Pierre Hogue. 

liberal Andre Quellet. and Lucien Bouchard of the PQ 

Its other 13 members represent elected officials of the 

municipal administrations, the business community. 

unions, the cooperatives sector, and the educational and 
cultural sectors. The two presidents are from the finan- 
cial sector 
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Since the announcement of its creation, the commission 

has aroused profound interest. The presence in the press 

box, this week, of a number of reporting teams from 

several media outside of Quebec has been noted. In 

addition. the commussion’s secretariat has received more 

than 470 memorandums from individuals and organiza- 

uuons. Three-quarters of this number are requests to be 

heard publicly 

The commission's business agenda provides for 21 days 

of hearings between now and 20 December. to be held in 

Quebec as well as in the regions. At the rate of seven per 

day. the members of the commission will have ques- 
uioned only about 150 witnesses before Christmas 

This notwithstanding. the heads of the commission are 
firmly resolved to meet their deadline, in order to 
present their report to the National Assembly not later 

than 28 March 

During an interview with LE SOLEIL. the president of 

the Desjardins Movement, Mr. Claude Beland, who 1s a 
member of the commission's steering committee. 
brought up the possibility that the commission members 

might decide to continue the hearings in January. Should 

this be the case. either the deadline would have to be 
extended or the public hearing of experts and the the- 

matic symposiums presently scheduled for January 

would have to be cancelled 
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Vogel Issues Statement on Country's Role in Gulf 

LDO0201182491 Hambure DPA in German 1723 GMI 
2 Jan ¥1 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—According to the Federal Govern- 
ment, the posting to Turkey of 18 Alpha Jet combat 
aircraft belonging to the Luftwaffe is intended to con- 
tribute toward deterring any attack on the allied NATO 

country and toward preserving the peace. This was 
stated by Government Spokesman Dieter Vogel fol- 

lowing the agreement given by the Federal Governmeni 
today to the posting of the Air Force aircraft within the 
framework of the NATO mobile intervention force 

Vogel said in a statement in Bonn this evening that the 
principle applied that any possible deployment of 
German Armed Forces “on the basis of our obligations 
under Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty. can only 

take place in the event of clear aggression against the 
alliance partner Turkey”. This was in accordance with 
the Basic Law. which only permitted the deployment of 

armed forces for defense, Vogel stressed. 

According to Vogel, the Federal Government once again 
made it clear at the session of the NATO body in 

Brussels that a decision on the deployment of the 

German portion of the mobile intervention force im the 

event of an armed conflict could only be made in the 
responsible alliance bodies with the express agreement of 
the Federal Government 

in view of the development of the crisis in the Gulf, “11 
was, 18, and will remain the policy of the Federa! Gov- 
ernment to restore the international law which has been 

severely violated by the Iraqi aggression against Kuwait 

and to guarantee peace and international security”. 
Vogel stressed. The aim of the Federal Government was 
t) solve the Gulf crisis by peaceful means on the basis of 

the UN Securit, Council resolutions 

According to Vogel, the Air Force aircraft are due to be 
transferred to J urkey between 6 and 10 January. Vogel 

once again explained that there would be no posting of 
German ground troops. The German combat aircra’t are 
due to be stationed together with the Italian and Gelgian 
aircraft at the Erhao anrfield. 

Vogel stressed that the basis for the decisica made by the 
NATO Defense Planning Commitice was a guideline on 
the role of the mobile intervention force adopted with 
the agreement of the then Federal Government in 
October 1969. “The main task of this mobile interven- 
tion force 1s to deter aggression.” Within the framework 
of the procedural rules for the activation of the mobile 
force, the Federal Republic had entered a commitment 

in the event of a crisis developing on the Turkish borde: 
to make available a squadron of Alpha Jets. The posting 
of the unit was to be assessed as a sign of the Federal 
Republic's Solidarity 
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Defector on KGB Officer Concentration in Area 

LD030109079!1 Berlin ADN in German 0312 GMI 

3 Jan ¥1 

[Text] Berlin (ADN}—Up to 700 officers of the Soviet 
secret service KGB are working in Germany. according 

to a former colleague. As Oleg Gordiyevskiy said in an 

interview with the BERLINE ZEITUNG (Thursday edi- 

ton), they are concentrated in Munich. Hamburg. and 
Berlin. There 1s also “a KGB nest with more than 100 
officers” in Bonn and Cologne. said the ex-KGB officer, 
who had also worked for the British secret service up to 

his flight from Moscow in 1985. 

Gordiyevskiy said that the Western secret services are 

more efficient in their work. The KGB 1s “considerably 

less effective than Western secret services, particularly in 

comparison with the U.S. or the British.” That the Soviet 

KGB 1s nevertheless so successfully he ascribes to the use 
of large nurnbers of people, as for example in Germany. 
There 1s also good cooperation with the former Stasi. 
especially “in penetrating NATO headquarters and other 
sensitive areas.” This has been a “strength of the MFS 
{former Ministry of State Security].” 

The former double agent would give no figures for the 
number of U.S. and British secret service officers in 
Germany. He did indirectly confirm their presence. but 

it 1s “such an infinitesimally small number that it would 
be best not to talk about it at all.” 

Eppelmann Responds to Arms Deal Accusations 

L.D0201192791 Berlin ADN in German 1643 GMI 

2 Jan ¥l 

[Excerpts] Berlin (ADN)}—As of the end of his tenure in 
office as GDR disarmament and defense ministcr on 2 
October last year, to his knowledge there had been no 
contractually agreed sales of National People’s Army 
(NVA) weapons, Rainer Eppelmann replied on 
Wednesday to a question from ADN. All he remembers 

is that there were initial talks with Hungary about 
weapons sales. 

Moscow's PRAVDA, in its Monday edition, accused the 

former defense minister of selhag the most modern NVA 
weapons at a quarter of the original price “ail over the 
world”. He could not say what individual officers sold 
them, Eppelmann said. To the Soviet newspaper's accu- 

sation that the “billion [no currency specified] weapons 
market” organizer is now behaving as if he has “neither 
seen, let alone sigved* the relevant order No. 31/90. 
Eppelmann said: With the abundance of documents and 
letters which pass across his desk, he can not remember 

the content of all the papers. [passage omitted] 

Meanwhile according to the Defense Ministry finance 
experts in Berlin are busy examining the accusations 

However there are no results yet. Reports about weapons 

sales were circulating as early as November. [passage 

omitted] 
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SPD Stand on Using Army in Turkey Rejected 

LDO201 545491 Berlin ADN in German 1415 GM1 
2 Jan YO 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—In the words of Government 
Spokesman Dieter Vogel, the Federal Government 
“unequivocally rejects” the position of the Social Dem- 

ocratic Party, which argues that the use of Bundeswehr 
units in Turkey within the framework of a NATO 
intevention force requires a two-thirds majority of the 

Bundestag. Speaking to the federal press conference 
today, Vogel referred to a discussion held in the morning 
between the relevant department heads of the Federal 
Ministries of Justice and Interior Affairs, which was also 
attended by representatives from the Defense Ministry 
and the Foreign Ministry. There it was clearly ascer- 

tained that Article | 15a of the Basic Law does not apply. 
but relates solely to the eventuality of an actual or 
threatened attack on Federal territory. “There can be no 
question of this here.” Vogel said. This article does not 
affect NATO commitments of the FRG outside Federal 
territory but within the NATO area. 

All activities of the FRG within the framework of the 

alliance commitments are covered by Article 4 of the 

Basic Law, which offers the possibility of relinquishing 
sovereign rights to international institutions. That. Vogel 
said, had ocurred with the accession to the NATO treaty, 
which was ratified by parliament at the time. 

SPD Against Agreement To Send Forces to Turkey 

LD0201201391 Berlin ADN in German 1939 GM11 
2 Jan 9! 

[Text] Hannover (ADN)}—The Social Democratic Party 
[SPD] has criticized the agreement given by the Federal 
Government to the NATO decision to dispatch forces to 

Turkey. SPD foreign affairs spokesman Karsten Voigt 
said im an interview with the Hanover-based ‘NEUE 
PRESSE’ (Thursday issue) that this 1s wrong in essence 
and in timing. 

There 1s no conflict between Irag and NATO or a NATO 
country, but between Iraq and the United Nations. In 
addition, NATO 1s a defensive alliance which must not 
threaten third countries. Further, it 1s wrong to make this 
decision while the EC is seeking a peaceful solution to 
the Gulf conflict. 

Voigt also countered those SPD deputies who describe 
the dispatch of Air Force units as a breach of the Basic 
Law. The Federal Government must be criticized “polit- 

ically” for its decision, and “aside from legal consider- 
ations”. (The interview was prereleased to ADN in news 
form) 

Luftwaffe Will Evacuate Citizens From Somalia 

L.D0301125491 Hamburg DPA in German 1226 GMI 

3 Jan Yl 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The 30-40 Germans in Somalia are 
to be evacuated from the country by a Luftwaffe aircrafi 
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The Foreign Ministry announced today that the aircraft 

will first fly to the Kenyan capital, Nairobi. When the 
citizens can be flown out of Somalia is still to be clarified 
by the German Embassy in Mogadishu. The Foreign 
Ministry could not confirm reports that the Somali 

Government is refusing the evacuation of foreigners 
resident there. 

*Exclusive’ Interview With President Weizsaecker 

OW 0201090191 Tokvo KYODO in English O811 GMI 

2 Jan 91 

|Report by Masaru Imai and Susanne Ganz] 

[Text] Bonn, Jan. 2 KYODO—Germany’s Federal Pres- 
ident Richard von Weizsaecker has called for greater 

contributions by Germany and Japan to cope with global 

challenges toward the 21st century 

In an exclusive New Year interview with KYODO 
NEWS SERVICE. the president of the unified Germany 
underlined the “leading roles” the two economic giants 

should play in solving worldwide problems 

In the hourlong interview, Weizsaecker gave his views on 
the prospects for Japanese-German relations after 
German unification and both countries’ role in the 
international sphere. 

The interview took place December 19 at the president's 
official residence, the Bellevue Palace. in the new all- 
German capital of Berlin. 

Weizsaecker underlined that Germany and Japan. being 
major economic powers, have to take the lead in coping 
with global problems such as environmental protection 

and the population explosion. 

He also said both countries should help strengthen the 
United Nations and other international organizations 
and contribute to maintaining world peace 

“We have to satisfy similar constraints and we pursuc 
similar aims,” he said, alluding to both countries’ histor- 
ical responsibility resulting from their past as aggressors 

19 World War IL. 

Since his speech marking the 40th anniversary of the end 
of the war, in which he appealed to the German people to 
face their war guilt, Weizsaecker has become known as 
the “conscience of the nation” and enjoys great popu- 

larity at home and abroad. 

The 70-year-old Weizsaecker, who assumed the presi- 
dency in 1984 and was reelectcd in 1989, automatically 
became head of state of a united Germany on October 3. 
1990. 

“Together we should support and strengthen the United 
Nations, the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade). the World Bank, the IMF (International Monc- 
tary Fund), and other international organizations for 
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their effectiveness,” Weizsaecker said in outlining the 
fields for greater Japanese-German cooperation at inter- 
national levels 

The mayor tasks for mankind are to enable peoples all 
over the world to live in peace and dignity, which can 
only be achieved by the preservation and restoration of 

natural resources, birth control, and better living cond- 
tions, Weizsaecker said. 

“Countries with such an outstanding economic capacity 

like Japan and Germany must show a greater engage- 
ment in these global questions than before.” he said 

The more humane people's living conditions are. the 
easier it will be to resolve the central question of human 
rights, he said. 

He said he expects Japan to take a close interest in 
Europe and especially in the united Germany with its 
geopolitical situation and the weight of its population 

and economy increases, and believes intensified cooper- 

ation with German enterprises and an open Japanese 

market will serve Japan's own interests in the long term 

To ensure fair competition, the two nations should show 
consideration toward each other and cooperate. he said 

Referring to the economic summit of major industrial- 
ized nations in Houston last July. he stressed the need for 

“a Strong international and global cooperation” between 

Germany and Japan and the increasingly important role 
both countries can play. 

He said a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council is 
not a priority for Germany 

“For us it is important to strengthen the aims and the 
power of the U.N. It's not primarily a matter of our 

influence in the U.N., but of the U.N."s influence in the 
world,” he said 

Asked about the desirability of an amendment to the 
German Basic Law, or constitution, which would allow 
the dispatch of German Bundeswehr troops to crisis 

areas outside of territory covered by the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO), he said Germany has a 
keen interest in fostering European peace and order and 
IN promoting peace in other regions 

But he said it 1s up to the German Bundestag or 
parliament to decide “to what extent the Germans will 

participate in concrete actions beyond their constitu- 
tronal reservations.” 

Weizsaecker stressed the need to support constitutional 
and economic reforms in the Soviet Union and East 
European countries 
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“This is not just benevolence. but is in our own long- 
term political interests,” he said of the large-scale relief 
actions for the Soviet Union by German state and 
private organizations, which were initiated shortly after 
the conclusion of a comprehensive Soviet-German coop- 
eration treaty 

But he reyected concerns that Germany will try to 
establish a special relationship with the Soviet Union, 
saying. “we will always devote ourselves to an integrated, 
joint EC-Ostpolitik, and we fee! particularly responsible 
for the fact that the European Community takes this 
Osipolitik really seriously.” 

He said the Soviet-German treaty originated from the 
mutual wish to heal the wounds caused by “the mur- 
derous war we waged on each other 50 years ago. which 
led to innumerable losses in both countries.” 

In addition, the Germans felt deep respect and gratitude 
toward the Soviet leadership for initiating the democra- 
lization process in Eastern Europe and acknowledging 
the people's mght of self-determination, resulting in a 
unified Germany which the Soviets allowed to stay in 
NATO and EC, Weizsaecker said. 

He conceded that the relingquishment of the former 
German eastern territories by fixing the Oder-Nersse 
Line as the final border between Poland and the Federal 
Republic of Germany, a prerequisite for German unifi- 
cation, was “a very hard and very bitter dectsion.” 

But he also emphasized that the cra of states fencing 
themse’ ves off 1s over. He said, “at the end of the 20th 
century those many small European continental states 
will have grown altogether supranationally. Here borders 
have to be surmounted and not to be fought over.” 

TRIBUENE Staff To Protest Planned Shutdown 

LD0201200191 Hambure DPA in German 1828 GMI 
2 Jan 9! 

{Excerpts} Berlin (DPA)}—The former GDR trade union 
newspaper TRIBUENE will close. In his last action prior 
to retirement, the long-serving director and business 
manager of the Treptower Verlagshaus GmbH at the end 
of December dismissed all 70 journalists and technical 
staff on the supraregional daily. [passage omitted] 

This was reported in journalistic circles today. [passage 
omitted] 

DPA learned from the editorial staff that the work force 
aims to counter this move strongly. It was not a matter of 
“keeping a dead paper alive artificially” TRIBUENE, 
which reshaped itself into an independent paper on 
social and economic affairs and politics when the trade 
unions in the east of Germany underwent a renewal, was 
said to have made considerable profits in the second half 
of 1990, despite large falls in circulation. It was, there- 
fore, clear to the editorial staff that ecenomic reasons 
played no part in the intended closure of the paper in 
March. [passage omitted] 
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Parliamentary Official Vauzelle Leaves for Iraq 

AUL0201151991 Paris AFP in English 1515 GMT 
2 Jan 91 

[Text] Paris, Jan 2(AFP)}—Michel Vauzelle, president of 
the French National Assembly's Foreign Affairs Com- 
mission and a former spokesman for President Francois 
Mitterrand, left here for Baghdad on Wednesday, the 
commission said. Mr. Vauzelle, who held talks [with] 
Mr. Mitterrand at the Elysee Palace before leaving for 
Baghdad, 1s also scheduled to visit Amman, the commis- 
sion said. 

In a statement released shortly before his departure, Mr. 
Vauzelle said he was “not carrying any message and had 
not been charged by anyone with any particular mis- 

sion.” Mr. Vauzelle said that the “upheaval on the 
international scene provides a considerable margin of 
maneuver for parliamentary diplomacy” and that “with- 
out committing the state 1t could play an exploratory and 
useful role.” 

He said he believed it was his “duty” as a member of 
parliament “not to remain idle.” ahead of the expiry of 
the ultimatum set by the U.N. Security Council for an 
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait. 

Mr. Mitterrand, during a press conference on December 
19, declined to rule out a French initiative, “in coordi- 
nation” with its allies, aimed at resolving the Gulf crisis. 

Further on Visit 

LDO0201155191 Paris Domestic Service in French 

1SOO0 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] Michel Vauzelle [president of the National 
Assembly's Foreign Affairs Commission] flew out to 
Baghdad early this afternoon. He 1s accompanied by an 
administrator, will also go to Amman, Jordan: he is due 
to return [to Paris] on Saturday. The commission is not 
giving any details. [passage omitted] 

Declares Self "Messenger of Peace’ 

LD0301141191 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 

in French 1200 GMT 3 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] [Passage omitted] [Announcer] What can a 
French parliamentarian, not mandated by France, do in 
the Iraqi capital where he has just arrived? On the spot 
for Antenne-2 is Patricia Coste: 

[Begin Vauzelle record:ng] The main thing for me is to 
come here as a messenger of peace, and this is what | am 
doing. If | understand correctly, this afternoon—late this 
afternoon—I shall meet with Tariq ‘Aziz, and I think 
that in him | have an interlocutor of very high quality, to 
whom | could express my opinion. [end recording] 

[Coste] At Baghdad airport, this is the first time that a 
close associate of President Mitterrand has visited Iraqi 

territory since the beginning of the Gulf crisis. [passage 
omitted] 
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Dumas: No Mandate To Negotiate 

AU0301122091 Paris AFP in Enelish 1207 GM] 

3 Jan 91 

[Text] Paris, Jan 3 (AFP)}—A senior French politician 
heading for Baghdad “does not have a mandate to 
negotiate”, Foreign Minister Roland Dumas told a Cab- 
inet meeting Thursday. according to a government 
spokesman. 

The politician, Michel Vauzelle, chairs the foreign affairs 
commission at the National Assembly. or Parliament 

Government spokesman Louis Le Pensec also sand Mr 

Dumas had described the trip as a “visit for information 
purposes”. 

Before leaving Paris Wednesday, Mr. Vauzrlle said he 
had taken the initiative as a member of + arliament, 
“able to move freely”, and that he was not carrying any 

message. He said he did not have a mission or any 
mandate. 

(He arrived in Amman late Wednesday and left 

Thursday for Baghdad, according to informed sources in 
the Jordanian capital.) 

Luxembourg Foreign Minister Jacques Poos. whose 
country holds the rotating presidency of the |2-nation 

European Community, said on French television 
Wednesday that he did not see the visit as a move by 
France to sidestep EC ministers due to meet Friday to 
discuss the Gulf crisis 

Nationalists Blow Up 40 Buildings in Corsica 

400301083091 Paris AFP in Enelish 0633 GMI 

3 Jan 91 

[Text] Ajaccio, France, Jan 3 (AFP)}—Nationalists blew 
up some 40 buildings in six separate attacks overnight 
Thursday in the French Mediterranean island of Corsica 
in the worst wave of violence since they and the govern- 
ment reached a partial truce two years ago 

Police, who reported the attacks, said no one was injured 

and no one formally claimed responsibility. 

In Sant Ambroggio, cight men claiming to be members of 
the Corsican National Liberation Front took over a 
house owned by an Italian, who was absent. They led 
away his wife and son and blew up the house, leaving 
graffiti reading “FLNC danger: mine” and “Corsica 
nazione.” 

In Porto Vecchio, several armed and masked men took 
two guards hostage at a real estate development while 
they blew up all 11 of the development’s houses. 

In Angione, similar commandos destroyed more than 
two dozen holiday homes 

In Sagone, 25 miles (40 kilometers) north of Ajaccio, the 
capital, a three-story building under construction was 
destroyed by a bomb 
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In downtown Ajaccio, a bomb placed against a bar 
destroyed 11 and damaged several shops 

A group of some 30 nationalists took hostage the 14 
occupants of a nudist colony Wednesday but fled at the 
approach of the police without harming the nudists. 

Corsican nationalists often hit targets identified with the 
mainiand French and with tourists. 

The attacks followed the funeral Wednesday of a Cor- 
sican village mayor, murdered for unexplained reasons. 
and preceded a special cabinet meeting on the troubled 
island called for Thursday by President Francois Mitter- 
rand. 

FLNC Claims Responsiblity 

LDO.01094491 Paris Domestu Service in French 
0900 GMT 3 Jan v1 

[Text] The Corsican National Liberation Front, FLNC— 
the original wing—this morning claimed responsibility 
for the commando operations carried out in the night. In 
a long communique, the banned claudestine organiza- 
tion points out, and | am quoting, that these pinpointed 
actions are the translation of our determination to con- 
tinue our struggle to bring the French state to engage in 
a real process of decolonization. The repression 

demanded loudly by all supporters of the status quo 
would resolve nothing, and the French head of state 
would be assuming a heavy responsibility if he turned his 
back on a political solution based on recognition of the 
Corsican people's rights, the communique concludes 

I remind you that an inner cabinet meeting on Corsica is 
scheduled to take place after the [ordinary] cabinet 
meeting [today] 

* Revolt Seen Brewing in PS Against Mitterrand 
YIESO243A Paris LIBERATION in French 

2” Nov 90 p 7 

[Article by Christine Fauvet-Mycia and Jean-Michel 
Thenard—first paragraph is LIBERATION introduc- 
tion] 

[Text] In the PS [Socialist Party], attacks on the chief of 
State have been on the rise since the lycee movement, 
which provided the most recent opportunity for 

exposing the ambiguity of relations between the presi- 
dent of the Republic and the prime minister. In response 
to that cris in presidential authority, some people 

expect Mitterrand to regain control, while others are 
mentioning the “10-year syndrome.” 

It 1s not surprising that since the congress in Rennes, no 
one at PS headquarters has been referring to Francois 
Mitterrand as anything but “the old man” or, in the 
Charente variant, “the old man from Armagnac.” But 
when a national secretary hiding behind anonymity calls 
him “uncontrollable” and Socialist deputies no longer 
hesitate to compare him 10 “Bourguiba,” while others 
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are wondering whether to “fall with him or pul some 
distance between him and us.” 1 1s teme 10 worry. 

A wave of madness 1s currently sweeping over the PS. 
which no longer seems able to uniic cacept in a wild 

challenging of the chief of state. So much so, in fact, that 
at an Executive Board mecting last week, Pierre Mauroy 
thought 1 advisable to scold PS officials and staff: “If I 
hear or if someone reports to me any insulting remarks 

about the president, I will take actron™ against those 
responsible. And the apparatchiks immediately began 

joking: “He 1s gowng to have to go around with cotton in 
his cars.” 

For its part, the official response was not long in coming 

The interirade union organization (CGT [General Con- 
federation of Labor], CFDT [French Democratic Con- 
federation of Labor], and FEN [National Education 
Federation]}) at PS headquarters had a letter delivered to 
the first secretary on Friday in which ut denounced the 
climate of “incrimination™ and “witch hunts” and asked 
him “not to lay the blame™ for the crisis on the “party 
workers” al a tame when the press 1s feeding on state- 
ments by officials who are guilty of the “worst lapses.” 

If nothing cise, that pomts up the detenoration in 
Mitterrand’s image within the PS. It became apparent at 
the congress in Rennes. The episode of the interview 
with the lycee students amplified u. and u has now 
reached the stage of a real crisis in authority. It 1s no 
accident that in recent days, those loyal to the chief of 

State have been holding an increasing number of break- 
fasts and lunches for the purpose of explaining to the 

press—with a damning lack of conviction—that while it 
18 true that there are Socialists complaining about the 
president—and that 1s new—it 1s also true that every- 
thing that 1s read on the subject 1s pure fabrication 

The Elysee Palace is showing a greater passion for 
denouncing all the “wild interpretations” being placed 
on the president's slightest actions. And i concentrates 
on this one paradox: “When the chief of state acts as 
arbitrator, he is accuse’ of not being sufficiently inter- 
ested in people's daily lives. When he shakes people's 
hands, it 1s said that he 1s doing 11 to hurt someone else.” 

In short, to hear them tell it, everything 1s fine between 
Mitterrand and the PS and between Mitterrand and 
Rocard. The president is not being “carried away by his 
hatred of Rocard.” as one deputy believes, and the 
Socialists therefore have no reason to hold a grudge 
against him. Uniess. as one presidential adviser com- 
ments, they are confusing “fecling and political rela- 

tions.” 

The people around the president do not really see what 
criticism can be levele¢ at the chief of state. “How did he 
harm Michel Rocard by making an cffort to resolve a 
crisis that no one had found a solution for upstream” 

People seem to be forgetting the powers that belong to a 
president of the Fifth Republic.” they argue 
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The Elysee Palace is supported in that line of defense by 

those Socialists who say they are still very attached to the 
president of the republi-. Unlike Rocard’s and Jospin’s 

supporters, they willingly admit that they were not 

shocked when Mitierrand met with the lycee students 

They are very willing to believe in an “accumulation of 
unsettled details” and that there are a few “misfits” in 
the president's entourage 

It makes no difference. The conclusion drawn by those 
loyal followers is no less severe. “If this 1s nothing more 
than a vast piece of media brainwashing, what a defeat io 

be its victim. That lack of control over events is serious’ 
That is where the shoe pinches. The president's advisers 
can repeat as much as they want that relations between 

Mitterrand and Rocard are what they should be and 
argue that the chief of state “has no need to get entangled 
in these suspicions.” but the fact remains that their 

arguments no longer hold water today. All the more since 

the occupant at the Elysee Palace 1s doing nothing to help 
them. Following the failure of the latest motion of 
censure—the first such motion to receive Communist 
support—he had not a word of congratulation for his 
prime minister. And that 1s really why he 1s being 

criticized now: for no longer managing to keep up 
appearances. No Socialist expects him to maintain 
idyllic relations with his prime minister, but they all 
reproach him for not controlling the fallout in the media 

What 1s the solution? Perhaps a hali to the hypocrisy 
One member says: “Let's not play innocent. You can't 

blame them for thinking of their departure as the clec- 

tions draw closer. But if the prewd: t must split up with 

Rocard, let him get rid of hum «on—the sooner the 
better. Nothing 1s worse than this deteriorating situa- 
tion.” That opinion is rather widely shared by those 
Socialists who are not resigning themselves to a presi- 
dent who has “withdrawn to his international Aventine 
Hill.” “He must say what he wants to do with the 

remainder of the legislature anc. make it clear whether he 
still wants tc proceed with reforms. There 1s unrest 

because there 1s fo longer any political word. It 1s up to 

the president to keep that word alive.” argues one 
deputy. One of his colleagues goes further: “The presi- 

dent should make a very Churchillian announcement.” 

Bui that relative optimism is far from being shared 
Some Socialists think it 1s already too late. Even if 

Mitterrand appointed one of his close associates prime 

minister, he would no longer be able to escape the 
“10-year syndrome” that has already struck across the 
English Channel. “He is bungling his departure. After 10 
years in power, one arr! ves at the opposite of everything 

one has fought for. In the party, people are starting to tell 
each other: “Mitterrand 1s falling flat on his face. we are 
not going to fall with him,” says one official 

Is that clearheaded analysis or fantasy on the part of 

deputies who, “lacking an ideology, are unable to handle 
the intellectual vacuurs facing them,” as the Elysee 
Palace puts it? Whatever the case, the fact 1s that since 
Rennes, the chief of state has been facing more and morc 
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challenges trom within the small Socialist world. 

Nothing 1s changed by the fact that when visitors come 
to express their frame of mind to him, he invariably tells 
them: “What do you expect me to do? I am not the one 
who governs.” Francois Mitterrand has let himself get 
caught in a trap—that of his relations with Michel 
Rocard. who 1s currently interfering with everything he 

does on the domestic level. And 11 1s nol even certain that 

a change of prime minister would suffice to end the 
matter, considering the extent to which the atmosphere 

has already been porsoned by the probiem of his succes- 
sion—a probiem that 1s going to grow increasingly acute. 

* Senate Report on Immigration Presented 

YIESO2S6A Paris LE MONDE in French 6 Dec 90 p 12 

[Unattributed article: “To Change Their Lives” ] 

[Text] In the report on immigration problems that he 
presented on Tuesday, 4 December, Senator Jacques 

Thyraud (Independent Republican from Lour-et-Cher) 
devoted considerable space to the subjects of city plan- 

ning and housing. The rapporteur. who in March of this 
year visited the Bron-Teraillon slum in connection with 

his senatorial mission, has painted an unflattering pic 

ture of the results of the policy followed since the carly 
1960's. “The mistakes that were made by urban devel- 

opment professionals during the ‘thirty glorious years’ 

will be felt for a long time to come in the countryside, 
and if not corrected will continue to leave scars on those 

affected by them.” writes Mr. Thyraud. “The mission 
noted with satisfaction the beneficial. though still too 

limited effects, of neighborhood social development 
(DSQ) activities.” “But the neighborhood redevelop- 

ment projects which have had strong support are not a 

panacea. It is necessary to change the lives of the 

inhabitants, to give them grounds for hope and a feeling 
of being completely integrated into French society.” the 

rapportcur added 

“The fragility of the gains made thus far 1s one of the 
basic uncertainties weighing on the future of urban social 

development,” the senator added. “If considered only as 

tactical responses to social situations thal are in some 
cases potentially explosive, their record of accomplish- 

ment to date can be deemed satisfactory. But some have 
noted the fragility of these gains, a fact which limits their 
curative value. More than the failure of urban social 

development policies, this limit argues strongly for the 
need to treat the problems at a level where durable 

solutions can be found.” 

Mr. Thyraud put forward several proposals, such as 

giving local governmental units better financial tools to 

cope with the costs of integration, perhaps through the 
VAT [Value Added Tax]. The senator also advanced the 
idea of state budgetary support for communes dispropor- 

tionately affected [by immigration] in the form of a 
“comprehensive integration subsidy” (DGI), which ts 
calculated im the same manner as the comprehensive 

operations subsidy (DGF) 
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* Gulf: Measures Studied for Offensive Posture 
YIESO256C Paris LE MONDE in French 6 Dec W p 4 

{Unattributed article: “France Studies Several Options 
To Strengthen ‘Daguet’ Forces} 

[Text] With the defense minister's approval, the French 
Armed Services General Staffs have prepared several 

options for strengthening the Operation Daguct forces in 

Saud: Arabia. These measures will soon be submitted for 
approval by the head of state before implementation 

begins by the end of the week. Military sources say thes 
steps are primarily aimed at giving French forces more 
firepower with AMX-30 tanks and 155-mm _ tractor- 
drawn ordnance. 

To date, Operation Daguet has involved the deployment 

of 6.250 men to Saudi Arabia. Over and above staff and 
support personnel, ground forces number $.300 (man- 

ning 1.400 vehicles—300 of them light armored vehi- 

cles—and 74 helicopters). while the Air Force has 750 
men (operating 80 warplanes. seven escort planes, two 

helicopters, three antiaircraft missile units, and eight 

20-mm cannons) 

Tanks and Cannons 

The logistical burden of supporting this deployment by 
chartered merchant ships 15 already rather heavy. since 
400 tons of cargo must be brought in through the port of 
Yanbu every two weeks 

In its current configuration, Daguct would serve mainly 
for counterattack in the event of a tank attack. It 1s not 
an offensive force. The options envisaged would consid- 
erably alter the French military posture ti Saudi Arabia. 
Staff officers have made preparations to send not only 
more combat and support helicopters, but also tractor- 

drawn 155-mm artillery pieces (from the I lth Marine 
Artillery Regiment based at Lande-<d’Ouce near Rennes) 
and AMX-30 B2 combat tanks (from an armored regi- 
ment stationed at a camp in eastern France) 

The choice of 155-mm artillery may already have been 
made, but the dispatch of AMX-30 B2 tanks would 

require solving three problems: First of all, the problem 

of support and technical environment—the equipment is 

relatively fragile and old—under Saudi Arabia's difficult 
climatic conditions, second, how many of them will it 

take—they must be drawn from two different regi- 
ments—to constitute a militarily significant force. and 

finally, the problem of transport, which will require 
additional ship chartering 

This plan for strengthening the Daguct force should not 

be confused with another move currently under study by 
the general staff—namely the scheduled replacement in 
late January after their four month tour—of elements of 
the 6th Light Armored Division cantoned at Nimes by 
units of the 9th Marine Division based in Nantes 
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* Orchidee System Considered for Saudi Arabia 

YIESO2S6B Paris LE MONDE in French 6 Dec W p 4 

{Unattnbuted article: “French Army Wants To Send 
Orchidee Radar to Saudi Arabia™} 

[Text] The French Army ts considering the advisability 
of sending to Saudi Arabia a helicopter equipped with 

the Orchidee radar system. which al crursing altitude 

(about 3,000 meters) can detect fixed or moving targets 
ata distance of 150 km. The defense minister has not vet 
made the decision to deploy Orchidee with “Operation 

Daguet™ forces, but steps have been taken to prepare the 

reconnaissance system for such an eventuality 

Designed for in-depth battlefield surveillance, the 

Orchidee system consists of a Super Puma helicopter 

equipped with Doppler radar capable of detecting tixed 
military targets or moving vehicles and transmitting the 

data received by radio link to the ground station respon- 
sible for interpreting it 

Ministerial Nod 

The Army had originally planned for 20 of these heli- 

copters, at a total cost mn ecacess of Fr7.5 billion (1990 

currency). Orchidee was to be adapted to data collection 

for the Rapid Action Force [FAR] and Hades nucicar 
artillery regiments 

lo cut expenses, the Defense Ministry opted last August 
10 halt the program, which was launched in 1986 and 

scheduled to go into serial production in 1994. However. 
a prototype of the Orchidee-cquipped Super Puma 

already earsts, along with a ground station named Misti- 
geri, and testing had been scheduled to start in November 

The Army now hopes to do full-scale testing of the 
Orchidee prototype’s capabilities in Saudi Arabia, where 

it could serve im a reconnaissance and intelligence 

capacity for combat helicop.ers deployed with Operation 

Daguet. But the system cannot be sent to Saud: Arabia 
until the defense minister gives the “green light.” 

Meanwhile, according to the trade review AIR ET 
COSMOS, the General Staff and the manufacturers 
concerned are studying “Horizon.” a simplified and less 
cumbersome version of the Orchidee system, in case the 
Defense Ministry reconsiders its decision and wants to 
launch a comparable but less expensive program 

Without Orchidee for this kind of mission, the French 
Army will be forced to rely on the CL 289 long-range 
reconnaissance missile, costing about Fr2.5 billion. and 

an advanced new clectronic warfare system (SGEA) 

expected to cost some Fri.7 billion, once suppliers start 
delivering them in mid-1992 
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* Official Advocates Strong Military Stance 

YIENOI64A Paris LE MONDE in French 

2,3 Dec WpY 

[Unattributed article: “Mr. Renon: France Cannot 

Finesse Defense Issues™] 

[Text] Rasling against those who would demand a pre- 
mature distribution of the “peace dividend,” to use Mr 

Laurent Fabius’ partisan slogan for slowing the growth of 
the defense budget. Mr. Gerard Renon, state secretary 
for defense, said on Friday, 30 November in Paris, that 
“France cannot finesse entire families of defense sys- 
tems.” Mr. Renon was speaking before 220 officers 
(including 75 foreign soldiers representing 41 different 
countries) undergoing a three month training course at 
the Advanced Joint-Service Course (CSI), which trains 
future cadres of the mayor joint-service commands. 

The state secretary described in his speech the broad 

lines of the new 1992-96 military procurement law that 
1s now being drawn up by the government. “The general 
configuration of arms systems we have chosen for the 
decade to come 1s not in the least invalidated by recent 

events.” he said 

In his view, nuclear force modernization means con- 
struction of the new generation submarines and contin- 
uation of the Hades missile program. The state secretary 
emphasized “the utility of the nuclear aircraft carner™ 
and “the priority to be given the Leclerc tank,” as well as 
“the necessity of the Rafale airplane” and the Tigre 
combat helicopter. “All of these programs—to cite only 
the most important ones—are useful in the present 
situation,” concluded Mr. Renon,. who told the foreign 
Students his aim was to persuade them that “France does 

not intend to lower its guard irresponsibly in the current 
environment. 

* Thomson Wins Army Command System Contract 

YIENOI64B Paris LE MONDE in French 
21 Nev 9p Is 

|Unattributed article: “Army Chooses Thomson” ] 

[Text] The General Delegation for Armaments (DGA) 
has chosen Thomson CSF as lead contractor to come up 
with specificaticens for the Command Information 
System (SIC-F) intended for use by the French Army's 
large ground units, and for “interoperability” with our 
allies’ comparable systems. 

In time of peace. crisis, or war, the SIC-F system will 
provide staff officers at the Ist Army or Rapid Action 
Force level—or in the divisions that compose them— 

with data processing capabilities and real-time informa- 
tion regarding the tactical situation on the ground. It will 
include message sending and receiving capabilities, pro- 
ductivity tools for the staff, and a graphic visual display 
of the information that 1s reliable, quick, and exhaustive 
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Scheduled to be operational in 1996, the SIC-F system 
will replace the first generation of equipment already in 
service. In the beginning ut will rely exclusively on 
computer technology from civilian sources. The cost of 
the earlier system has been pegged at 825 million Francs. 

DGA 1s not saying how much the new gencration SIC-F 
costs 

* First Hades Regiment Operational in 1992 

YIENOI64C Paris LE MONDE in French 

I Dec W plo 

{[Unattinbuted article: “15th Artillery Regiment Will Be 
First Unit Equipped With Hades Missile] 

[Text] In 1991. the French Army will have only four 
regiments equipped with the prestrategic Pluton nuclear 

missile, compared to the five it has had tn the past, 

according to a document from the Defense Ministry 
presenting a breakdown of the proposed budget for next 
year. One of the five regiments is being reorganized to 
handle the new Hades nuclear missile that will replace 
the Pluton 

The 15th Artillery Regmment, cantoned at Camp Suippes 
(Marne), will be the first unit to receive the Hades 
missiles, which are supposed to Sc operational in 1992. 
The unit's Pluton launch pads will be distributed among 
the remaining four regiments: the 3rd Artillery Regiment 
at Mailly (Aube). the 4th Artillery Regiment at Laon 
(Aisne), the 74th Artillery Regiment at Belfort (Tern- 
toire de Belfort), and the 32d Artillery Regiment at 
Oberhoffen (Bas-Rhin) 

Unlike the Plutons fired from their 30 launch pads, the 
Hades are mounted on a wheeled semitraier truck 

(instead of the AMX-30 tank chassis used for the Plu- 
ton). They have a range of 480 km (rather than 120 km) 
and carry a nuclear warhead with explosive power up to 
80 kilotons (or four to five times the force of the 
Hiroshima bomb). compared to the approximately 20- 
kiloton warhead carried on the Plutons 

After the 15th Artillery Regiment at Suippes, the 3rd 
Artillery Regiment based at Camp Mailly will be restruc- 
tured to handle the Hades missile. The program orig)- 
nally called for three Hades regiments, but now it seems 
clear the program will be limited to two regiments, since 
the Army (excluding the Rapid Action Force [FAR]) will 
have only two rather than three Army corps. 

France's unilateral restraint in the field of prestrategic 
nuclear weapons also extends to the Air Force. Previ- 

ously, the Tactical Air Force (FATAC) was organized 
into five air squadrons. Now the number of these squad- 

rons, which are equipped with the Mirage 2000 N, has 
been reduced to three. the first two were declared oper- 

ational in summer 1988 and summer 1989, while the 

third, which 1s still being constituted, 1s supposed to be 
ready in 1991 
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* Poll: Left-Right Distinctions Losing Clarity 

GIENOIO4D Paris LE MONDE in French 
30 Now Wp l4 

{Article by PJ. “French Perceive Less and Less Differ- 
ence Between Lefi and Right™] 

[Text] Mr. Gerard Le Gall, deputy member of the PS 
[French Socialist Party] national secretariat, presented 
to the executive bureau on Wednesday. 28 November 
the results of a survey conducted by SOFRES [French 
Opimon Polling Company] on the “ideological refer- 
ences” of Frenchmen. The study shows that perceptions 
of the [political] concept of “nght™ and “left” are 
becoming weaker. 

For 56 percent of the persons interviewed by SOFRES', 
the notions of “nght™ and “left” are “outmoded,” while 
34 percent deem them “still useful for understanding the 
positions taken by parties and politicians.” The first 
figure 1s equal to what came out of an October 1989 
survey. but the second represents a two point decline: in 
March 1988 the figures were respectively 48 and 44 
percent. 

At the same time, the number of Frenchmen who refuse 
to classify themselves as either mght or left continues to 
grow: 28 percent this year. compared to 23 percent a year 
ago. and 2! percent in November 1988. Those who 
identify themselves as leftist remain more numerous (38 
percent) than those who see themselves as mghtist (28 
percent), but both categories show a decline. The left was 
at 43 percent in November 1988 and at 40 percent a year 
ago, the mght was at 31 and 32 percent at the same 
junctures. These are fairly close to the figures for 
October 1987. After one and a half years of “cohabita- 
tion,” 36 percent of Frenchmen described themselves as 
leftist and 29 percent as rightist, with 30 percent refusing 
to classify themselves. 

The only field of governmental action in which a 
majority (54 percent) perceive “major differences” 
between right and left 1s ummigration policy (37 percent 
see “little difference”). With respect to all other domains 
{economic policy, education, the war against crime, 
foreign policy, Europe. social welfare, ctc.), “little differ- 
ence” was by far the most frequent answer, being chosen 
by roughly two-thirds of respondents—an increase over 

the percentage doing so im last year's survey. As onc 
would expect, the number of Frenchmen who believe 

there 1s “too much difference” between mght and left 1s 
down (16 percent today, 18 percent a year ago, and 19 
percent in March 1988), while the number who think 
there 1s “not enough” difference is up (38 percent today, 
36 percent a year ago, and 34 percent in March 1988) 
Some 35 percent say the difference is “neither too much 
nor too little.” 

Questioned about their economic values, a plurality 

approved the notions of participation (73 percent), com- 
petition (71 percent), tree trade (69 perceni), liberalism 
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(54 percent), profit (48 percent). trade unsons (47 per- 
cent), socialism (46 percent). planning (42 percent), and 
privatization (42 percent), but disapproved those of 

nationalization (47 percent). capitalism (52 percent). 

and state imterventionism (62 percent) 

In the political arena, “ecology” 1s far and away the most 

popular concept, with 69 percent giving ut a positive 
assessment, followed by socialism (52 percent). Gaullism 
(47 percent), the [political] center (45 percent). and the 
left (43 percent). The proportions are reversed when ut 
comes to the nght (45 percent negative assessment). 
followed by social democracy (34 percent), Christian 
democracy (3° percent). radicalism (54 percent), conser- 
vatisrr (6° percent), communism. and Marxism (75 

percent), and the extreme mght (77 percent) 

Among the “reference tendencies.” Frenchmen call 
themselves moderates (21 percent), socialssts (20), ccol- 
ogists (12), lsberals (11), Gaullests (11), sociai-democrats 
(5), conservatives (4), communzsts (4). and revolution- 
aries (3), with 9 percent giving no opinion. The per- 
centage of people identifying themselves as socialists rs 
declining (30 percent in October 1987, 31 percent im 
November 1988, and 26 percent in October 1989). 
identification with the ecology label (measured for the 
first time) having doubtlessly served to accelerate the 
“disengagement.” To a lesser extent, liberalism (15 per- 
cent last year) and Gaullism (13 percent last vear) are 
also on the wane. 

In the PS weekly VENDREDI (30 November), which 
published the mayor conclusions of the survey. Mr. Le 
Gall said that 52 percent of socialist sympathizers 
believe the notions of left and nght are “outmoded”. On 
average, only 30 percent of them perceive “mayor differ- 
ences” between the positions of the two camps, and that 
the crosion of those differences seems to please them. 
since $3 percent believe there 1s either “too much 
difference” (17 percent) or “neither too much nor too 
little” difference between left and right 

bootnote 

1. Survey conducted between 23-25 October using a 
nationwide sample of 1,000 persons 18 and older 

* Senate Report Favors Mobile Missile Project 

VIE NOIS&A Paris LE MONDE in French 
28 Nov 9 py 

[Article by Jacques Isnard: “Senate Report Proposes 
Deployment of Mobile Missiles, Eliminating One New 
Strategic Submarine” ] 

[Text] With American nuclear weapons being withdrawn 
from Europe pursuant to the START accords, the Sovict 
Union 1s expected to retain some 6,000 to 8,000 strategic 
warheads and another 8.000 tactical (prestrategic) war- 
heads carried by mobile launchers. France 1s content to 
Stay with 430 strategic warheads (soon to be 500), some 
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90 airborne ASMP [medium-range. a11-10-ground] murs- 
siles, and 30 Plutor ground-to-ground mussiics 

Considering thes embalance, senate rapporteur Xavier de 
Villepin (Centrist Union, representing Frenchmen over- 
seas) urges in a report scheduled to appear thrs week. that 

Frence build a mobile nucicar missile (to replace the 
missiles on the Albion platcau) and finance ut if neces- 

sary by climination of one of the six new-generation 
Straicgxe submarines currently planned. “France now 

finds usclf in a front-line position im terms of the 
prestrategic defense—if not the defense in gencral—of a 
Europe long sheltered under the NATO nuclear 
umbrella.” he writes 

In mid-October (LE MONDE of 17 and 21-22 October). 
Francois Mitterrand announced he had asked Defense 
Minister Jean-Pierre Chevenement to present him “pre- 

cise proposals” for the modernization of France's 

nuclear arsenal up to about the turn of the century 

The debate, which should conclude sometime next year 
with presentation of the 1992-96 military procurement 
bill, concerns a replacement for the 18 fixed-site $3's 
which are bursved in silos on the Albron plateau. Three 
options are open to the government: Building a new 
mobile ground-to-ground misule (to be called the $45). 
developing a long-range, air-to-ground missile [| ASLP] to 
be launched from the Rafale warplanc. or simply aban- 

doning the Albion missiles in the year 2000 without 
replacing them 

Fourth Option 

This 1s the first tueme a member of parhament has 
mentioned a fourth option, which many cxperts beheve 
may have some merit in the current corcurmstances 

Mr. de Villepin notes that “the step-by-step nuclear 

disarmament of the Atlantic alliance mn Europe actually 
strengthens France's role in European deterrence for two 
reasons: First, the Soviet Union 1s renovating and qual- 
itatively modernizing an arsenal that 1s quantitatively 

unchanged; second, a far from insignificant risk of 
nuclear and ballistic proliferation—agaimst which deter- 
rence may be ineffective—is posed by certain potentially 
threatening states.” 

In these crrcumstances., it would be a mistake for France 

to limit itself to two “components” im its strategic 
arsenal of the future 

First of all, the submarines, stretched out over 15 years 
(from 1993 to 2008), the envisioned program of six new 
generation nuclear missile-launching submarines (SSBN- 
NG) of the “Tromphant”™ class to be ready after 1994 is 
expected to cost Fri26 billion (in 1990 money), thes rs 
counting the cost of the vessels themselves, as well as the 
M5 missiles with which they are to be armed. Given 
expected improvements in submarine detection, the rap- 
porteur believes “it may be rash to rest the country’s 

defense, in the last resort, on a single strategic system. 
one that 1s not even deployed on French territory.” 
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As for bombers armed with nucicar-tupped ASLP’s, Mr 
de Villepon considers that thrs acnal component, though 

perhaps cflective at the prestrategic level, “ss already 
obsolcte, or at best, of uncertam utility mm terms of the 
Stratcgxe mission.” which consists of “delivering a deci- 
sive blow™ at long range. Thes 1s because the planc 
cannot attack deep into enemy territory without mid-air 
refucling. « 1s still subjected to very dense antiaircraft 
fire, and the mussile’s maxemum range of 1,000 km can 
only be achieved if 1 1s launched from an altitude at 
which ut os very vulnerable and sacrifices 1.500 meters 
per second of velocity, which makes 1 casily intercepted 

From thes seres of observations, Mr. de Villepin 

deduced the necessity of having. im addition to the 
submarines. thai remain “decisive for deterrent credibil- 
ity.” and the bombers, which are “primarily a prestra- 

tegic instrument.” a “movable” ground-to-ground mus- 
sile—which docs not mean one that would be constantly 

ia motion. “The mobile missile,” he writes, “1s deployed 
al random at a number of protected and hardened sites 

(Albion, air bases)” om order to force an adversary to 

attack numerous targets all arownd the country 

According to Mr. Villepin, about thirty mobile $45 
missiles costing around Fr 3) billion would be sufficient. 

Billions for Hades 

The senator wondered if such a “component” might not 
be paid for with the moncy saved by scrapping plans to 
construct a sixth SSBN-NG. He asked whether ut 1s 
“really necessary to have six new generation submarines, 

armed with M45's and tater with MS's, in order to meet 
the requirement for three of them to be at sea at all 

tomes,” as 1s the case at present. Mr. Villepin said he 
hopes the government will give serious consideration to 
the idea of abandoning the ground-to-ground “compo- 
nent” of deterrence im the contest of European security. 
In hes report. the senator also discussed the Hades, a 
prestrategxe ground-to-ground missile with a range of 
450 km. which «s expected to replace the Pluton after 
199). and which “will be the only modern, mobile 
ground-to-ground missile deployed in Western Europe.” 
Initially the program envisioned about 60 launch vehi- 
cles and 120 mussiles. Since then, 1 has been reduced on 
orders from the head of state to 20 launch vehicles and 
40) missiles to be deployed im two artillery regiments at 

Mailly and Suippes., as previously reported (LE MONDE 
of 16 December 1989) 

According to Mr. Villepin. the downsized Hades pro- 
gram is now capected to cost Fri 3.5 billion, instead of 
the Fri 7.5 bilhon orginally estimated 

* Parliamentary Control on Arms Exports Proposed 

YIENOISSB Parts LEE MONDE in French 
3 Vin Vi p /4 

[Article by Jacques Isnard: “Mr. Fillon Proposes Parlia- 
mentary Control Over Arms Exports” ] 
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[Text] Im a bid to hold Mr. Mitterrand’s feet to the fire 
over his pre-1981 statements about the anced to “moral- 

ize” arms sales. RPR [Rally for the Republic] deputy. 
Francors Fillon from Sarthe, former chairman of the 
defense committee in the National Assembly. introduced 
a bill at the Palais Bourbon on Wednesday. 2! 
November that would institute parliamentary control 

over French military exports, on the mode! of controls 

that cxsst on the United States and Germany. 

The defense munisicr was quick to capress his dim view 
of the legislation. “There cannot be parliamentary con- 
trol.” Mr. Chevenement cxplained. “These are very 

delicate matters, and i 1s not Customary to give them a 
great deal of publicity. This ts an areca in which the 
responsibilitees are essentially political.” 

The RPR deputy's bill would establish “a parliamentary 
delegation on war materic! exports” to give its “consid- 
ered opimion™ on every export application submitted to 
the Interministernal Advisory Commiutice on Arms 
Exports (CIEEMG), which 1s responsible to the prime 
minister. The parliamentary delegation, made up of the 
chairmen of the defense and foreign affairs committees 
of the Assembly and the Senate. would meet at least once 

a month to examine, before the prime minister approves 
them, all applications that manufacturers submit to the 

CIEEMG to export goods valued in excess of Fr20 
million 

According to Mr. Fillon, the delegation’s deliberations 
would be secret, but any opimon it renders could be 

made public if any of the deputies present so desire 

In the United States and Germany, the military affairs 

committees of the two legislative bodies are given an 
opportunity to render an opimion which can have the 

force of a veto on the implementation of the contract 
The procedure proposed by the RPR deputy under those 
conditions 1s closer to prevailing legislative controls over 
the operations and cxpenditures of US. intelligence 
agencies 
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Statistics Challenged 

Mr. Fillon explained that bes bill. unlike the proposal of 

Mr. Alain Madelin. to create a parhamentary commis- 
son on French arms sales to Ivag. 1s intended to establish 

a “better balance” between legislative and executive 
responsibilities om thes area 

The former National Assembly defense commutice chair- 
man’s initiative Comes im the wake of parliamentary 

discussion of the fact (LE MONDE of 9 November) that 
French arms caports for 1989 (Fr20 billkon in all) were 
down sharply from the previous year. and the 47-percent 

decline in new orders was capected to continuc in 1990. 

according to projections made im the first half of the 
year. This Icgrslative assessment (for 1990) 1s sharply 
contested by the concerned arms makers. although they 
do not dispute the 1989 figures 

Mr. Jean4Guy Branger. defense commutiee rapporteur 

and (UDF [French Democratic Unmon] deputy from 
Charente-Maritime) has written: “lt should come as no 

surprise that our problems continuc. In the first half of 
1990. no mayor contracts for (the cxaport of—editor's 

note) acronautical, naval. or ground arms cquipment 

were signed (by France—cditor'’s note)” 

By contrast, the manufacturers themselves maintain that 
1990 will be a profitable year, one during which the 

“nose-<dive.” particularly mm the Maghreb and Middle 

East, will bottom out, according to the parhamentary 
report. The Matra group. for example, claims “contrary 
to widespread opimon™ that thanks to its Mistral air 
defense missile. export orders for new defense materiel 
have increased in 1990. rising to FrS.1 billion from 4.4 
billion in 1989." The GIAT Industries group has jusi 
concluded a major contract with Singapore for 105-mm 

artillery cannon. Lastly SOFRESA. which handles 
French arms sales to the Middle East (Saudi Arabia. 
United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Egypt). 1s currently 

boasting Fri2 bilhon im new orders (air defense equip- 
ment. fasi patrol boats. helicopters. etc.) and capects 

another Fr? billion before the end of the vear 
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Foreign Minister Previews EC Meeting on Gulf 

1 D0201204991 Madnd in Spanish to Europe 
1230 GMT 2 Jan 9! 

[Excerpt] [Announcer] [Passage omitted] King Husayn 
of Jordan today began another tour of different Euro- 
pear countnes whech well take hem first to Great Britain 
and then to Germany and Italy. The arm of thes trip 1s to 

try to resolve the situation m the Gull, ac: ording to a 
report from Jordanian sources. Husayn’s trip begins two 

days before an EC forexgn ministers meeting which will 
focus exclusively on the Gulf crises. Francesco Fernan- 

dez4rdonez. Spanish minister of foreign affa.rs 
explained the purpose of thrs meeting 

[Begin Fernandez-Ordonez recording} The objective of 

the mecting on the 4th [words mdrstinct] a common 
position by the Community from the polrtecal and dip- 

lomatinc ponts of view because we are not gong to talk 

about military maticrs. Thes should be made clear. [end 

recording] 

[Announcer] The Spanish foresxgn minister says that the 
Community mitiative docs not arm to mtertere im the 

dialogue between Washington and Baghdad. but 1s rather 

a complementary action to 

[Begin Fernandez rdonez recording) Well, probably. if 
we were not in line with the United States « might ("or 

might not be counterproductive) [words omdrstinct] 

useful. This 1s not ruled out. Initially 1 was thought of as 

a complementary dialoguc. Then. seeing that the dia- 
logue between the United States and Iraq could tail, we 

thought we might have greater responsibility. [end 

recording] 

SPAIN | 

EIA largets Basque Businessmen for Funds 

LDO201201791 Madnd Domew 

1900 GMT 2 Jan WW 
Service in Spanish 

[Report by correspondent Juha de Cristobal] 

[Excerpts] Nearly 100 small businessmen im the Basque 
country have received letters sent by the ETA terrorist 
group asking for what they ca‘! the revolutvonary tax 

The buernessmen who have received these Ietters have 

had several meetings with officials heading the antiter- 

rors struggle One of the businessmen who received the 
letter om question belongs to one of the companies that 
won contracts for the Gunpuzcoa-Navarre highway, a 
proyect threatened by the ETA. The amount demanded 

by the terrors! group from these businessmen ranges 
from 10 millon to If) millon pesetas, which must be 

pard within two weeks of recempt of the letter mm pesetas 

or French francs. but always m used notes. One fact that 

has drawn the attention of the police ss that the leticrs 

ask the businessmen to make contact with the usual 
Basque channels, omitting the word Iparralde, which 
suggests the operation with intermediaries for the pay- 
ment of the moncy 1s being carned out within the Basque 
autonomous community itself, This 1s why the police are 
investigating professionals and businessmen linked with 
the Basque liberation movement. including a prominent 
politecal leader. Regarding the c.tortion. Interior Min- 
ister Jose Lurs Corcucra said in Barcelona today that it 1s 

nothing new. [passage omittcd] 

According to documents found at the Sokoa company. in 

Hendaye. between 1979 and 1986, the ETA obtained 
some 1.2 bilhon pesctas through this kind of extortion 
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Denmark 

Ministry Advises Nationals To Leave Middle East 

AU0201214391 Paris AFP in English 2134 GMT 
2 Jan 91 

[Text] Copenhagen, Jan 2 (AFP)}—The Danish Foreign 
Ministry has advised its nationals to leave the Middle 
East by January 15, the date of the United Nations 
deadline for Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait. 

It defined the warning area as including Israel but not 
Egypt, and also Turkey, Iran and the Sudan, the ministry 
said in a communique released here Wednesday [2 Jan- 
uary}. 

* Greens, Unity List Predicted Successful 

91ENO144B Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 20 Nov 90 p14 

[Article by Claus Dithmer: “Small Parties Given Good 
Election Chances”—first paragraph is BERLINGSKE 
TIDENDE introduction] 

[Text] Election researcher Ole Borre predicts that the 
Greens or the Unity List will get into the Folketing if there 
1s an election. This will upset the majority in the Folketing. 

A December election can quie possibly mean that at 
least one of the small parties will get into the Folketing. 
This can mean goodbye to the nonsocialist majority. 

This is according to Ole Borre, who is an election 
researcher at Arhus University. He advises taking the 
small parties outside the Folketing seriously. 

“The small parties can be a very important uncertainty 
factor in the coming election. I will be very surprised if at 
least one of the small parties—probably the Greens or 
the Unity List—does not enter the Folketing after the 
election. This can upset the majority, and people are a 
little late in noticing unis at Christiansborg.”’ Borre said 

He supports his position by saying that “the environ- 
ment iS a very important issue thal engages many voters, 
but it will certainly drown in tax talk.” He also thinks 
that the left wing parties will gain by East Europe's fall. 
The Communist bogeyman is gone, Borre thinks, and 
this can give votes to the left wing. 

“People cannot understand why we must have an clec- 
tion when disunity is not strong. This may well get 
people to put a cross by the outer wings. And it is of 
course quite characteristic of Danish election campaigns 
that they do not always end as predicted,” said the 
election researcher, who predicts that the Prosperity 
Party on the same electoral slate as Common Course will 
have “good chances” to get into the Folketing. 

“I cannot see that there is anything wrong with their 
standing together. They have many viewpoints in com- 
mon—for example, immigration policy, populism, and the 
appeal for a strong man to put things in order,” Borre said. 
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Finland 

Estonian Premier Warns of *Civil Disobedience’ 

LD0201191191 Helsinki Domestic Service in Finnish 

1600 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] Estonian Prime Minister Edgar Savisaar reyects 
the Union Treaty of the Soviet Union and says Estonia will 
respond to possible forced measures with civil disobedi- 
ence. Savisaar said in Helsinki today that the referendum 
on the matter planned by President Gorbachev will not be 
possible in Estonia under present conditions. Savisaar 1s in 

Finland on an unofficial visit and will meet Premier Harn 
Holkeri, among others, tomorrow. 

Antti Halinen reports: 

{Halinen] The Estonian prime minister criticizes very 
sharply the Union Treaty pursued by President Gor- 
bachev. According to him, it would only lead to a more 
concentrated union of the republics. In Gorbachev's 
reformed Soviet Union, the so-called sovereign republics 
have fewer rights and less decisionmaking power than a 
Finnish municipality, contends Edgar Savisaar. 

Estonia has unambiguously rejected the Union Treaty. 
because the decision on restoring the independence of the 
Republic of Estonia is final, says Savisaar. Prime Minister 
Savisaar does not consider the referendum mentioned by 
Gorbachev possible under the current conditions. It 1s 
impossible to ask the Estonians whether they want to 
remain in the Soviet Union, as they were never asked 

whether they wanted to join the Soviet Union at all, says 
Savisaar. According to Savisaar, Estonia does not, how- 
ever, want to secede with a great crash, by breaking 
relations, but by negotiating as an equal partner on a treaty 
that will satisfy both sides. If Estonia is taken under 
Moscow's direct rule through exceptional powers, how- 
ever, the response will be civil disobedience. in accordance 
with the decision of the Supreme Soviet, says the Estonian 
prime minister. [passage Omitted] 

Prime Minister Savisaar regards the rebirth of his coun- 
try’s national economy as Estonia's most significant eco- 
nomic achievement during the past year. We ourselves 
decided our economic affairs more than ever since the war, 
says Savisaar, and he refers to, among other things, the 
price, taxation, and border control systems. Estonia's own 

tax laws came into effect yesterday, and they differ con- 
siderably from the corresponding laws in the Soviet Union. 

Nevertheless, the economic situation 1s difficult, even in 
the prime minister's view. The gross national product 
fell by a few percent last year, inflation accelerated, but 
direct shocks have so far been avoided, says Savisaar. 
But, the legacy of Soviet socialism apparently 1s causing 
a shock. 

Soviet socialism has not caused the economy any less 

destruction than the war did. We will now have to solve 
problems Finland faced in the forties and fifties, or 
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chiefly reconstruct the economy and implement struc- 

tural change. There are enough problems, and in addi- 
won, Savisaar also reminds that Estonia's western border 

1S Stull the western border of the Soviet Union 

The Estonian prime minister sees Finland's role as very 

significant in developing new forms of enterprise in 

Estonia. He would also like to encourage considerable 
economic cooperation at the level of enterprises and 

entrepreneurs. Tomorrow, Savisaar will meet his coun- 
terpart, Harm Holkeri, and says he 1s interested in 

hearing Finland's views on the Baltic countries, a matter 
in wh-ch many Finns are also very interested 

Poll Shows Fall in Support for USSR Treaty 

P\10201163391 Helsinki HUFVUDSTADSBLADET 
in Swedish 29 Dec 9O p 3 

[FINSKA NOTISBYRAN report: “Growing Numbers 
Critical of Fnendship. Cooperation, and Mutual Assis- 
tance Treaty” 

[Excerpt] An opimion poll carried out for the Defense 
Information Planning Commission shows that growing 
numbers of Finns take a negative view of the friendship. 
cooperation, and mutual assistance treaty with the 
Soviet Umon. Only 59 percent of those who took part in 

the poll think that the treaty 1s a positive thing in the 
light of the country’s international position. A year ago 

the corresponding figure was 72 percent 

Some 13 percent of those interviewed took a negative 
view of the trnendship, cooperation, and mutual assis- 

tance treaty, against 7 percent last year. The reason most 
often given for this negative view was “Finlandization™ 
and the fact that because of the treaty Finland is seen 

abroad as part of the Soviet Union 

This shiit in attitudes 1s considered significant. In the 
eighties over 80 percent of Finns took a positive view of 
the treaty and only 4 to 5 percent had a negative view 

However, nowadays Finns are more satisfied with the 
handling of foreign policy. Some 79 percent consider that 
foreign policy is well handled. Six months ago the corre- 
sponding figure was 67 percent. Some 14 percent of 
respondents consider that foreign policy is badly handled. 

For the poll, carried out by Taloustutkimus Oy between 
17 October and 18 November, a total of 1,881 Finns 
between 15 and 69 years of age were interviewed. [pas- 

sage omitted] 
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Sweden 

Foreign Ministry Statement on Expelled Diplomats 

LD0201162791 Stockholm Domestic Service in Swedish 
IS45 GMT 2 Jan 9l 

[Text] [Announcer] Now we have more information 
about the Soviet diplomats expelled from Sweden. Elle- 
Kari Hoejeberg: 

[Hoeyeberg] What we know now 1s that the matter concerns 
one diplomat at the Soviet Embassy and two officials who 
have been expelled, accused of espronage. And they have 
already left the country. The diplomat is said to have 
engaged in activities indicating iiegal intelligence activity, 
and therefore he has been declared persona non grata, 
according to a Foreign Ministry statement. 

The two officials, 1 1s stated, have also acted in a way 
which is incompatible with their duties in Sweden, but 
these officials have not harmed Swedish interests, says 
the Foreign Ministry. They were, however, running the 
risk of doing so if they had been allowed to continue 
their activities. They are said to have left Sweden during 
the holidays. The Swedish Security Police have had these 
officials under observation for some time 

Further on Expulsion 

L.190201174891 Stockholm Domestic Service in Swedish 
1700 GMT 2 Jan 9! 

[Excerpt] Sweden has expelled three Soviet citizens sus- 
pected of espionage. A report by Ingmar Lovgren: 

{Lovgren] Well, these citizens are a diplomat at the 
Soviet Embassy in Stockholm, an official at the Soviet 
trade mission in Stockholm, and a third official at 
another unspecified Soviet institution in Sweden, who 
have been forced to leave Sweden. They left Sweden over 
the Christmas holidays. The three ere accused of espio- 
nage, but neither the government nor the security police 
want to comment on the accusations this evening, not 
even on whether it is a question of military espionage or 
industrial espionage. According to the Foreign Ministry, 
the diplomat engaged in activities which imply illegal 
intelligence activity, and he has therefore been deciared 
persona non grata in Sweden. The two officials, as it is 
stated, acted in a way incompatible with their duties in 
Sweden. The three are not judged to have harmed 
Sweden's interests, says the Foreign Ministry, but ran the 
risk of doing so if the activity continued. According to 
reports, the Swedish security police have had the three 
officials under observation for a long time. 

We have been in contact with the Soviet Embassy this 
evening, but even there they did not wish to comment on 
the expulsions. It is thought likely, however, that the new 
Soviet ambassador to Stockholm, Nikolay Uspenskiy, 
has heard the views of the Swedish Government. “ince 
he was appointed to his post in July this year, Seviet- 
Swedish relations have been free from fiction. [passage 
omitted} 
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Spokesman’s Remarks on Albanian ‘Maneuvers’ Noted 

NC0201154091 Athens Domestic Ser-.ce in Greek 

1230 GMT 2 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] Prime Munister Konstandinos Mitsotakis 
two-day visit to “Jbania on 13 and 14 January has 
assumed rerticular importance in view of the mass 

influx to our country of North Ipirote and Albanian 
refugees. [passage omitted] 

Another 300 North Ipirote and Albanian refugees 
crossed the Greek-Albanian border last night at the 
Tsamandas location in Thesprotia. The transfer of refu- 
gees to various facilities and military camps in the nomes 
of lonnina, Preveza, and Thesprotia began today. [pas- 
Sage omitted] 

The mounting wave of refugees entering Greece from 
Albania in the past few days 1s the result of tricks and 
maneuvers by the Tirana government, according to 
government spokesman Viron Polidhoras. He added 
that the government's primary goal 1s for the North 
Ipiros Greeks to remain at home on their ancestral lands, 

and that the government believes that those who have 
already left should return to their homes 

The government spokesman also said that totally false 
rumors have been circulating in Albania recently to the 
effect that Greece will close the border. The Albanian 
authorities have also resorted to other tricks to increase 
the exodus to Greece. Polidhoras said that rumors have 
been circulating in Albania that automobiles, pieces of 
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land, and television sets are being distributed in Greece. 
Moreover, Albanian authorities are also exerting psycho- 

logical pressure by summoning heads of families for 
interrogation and telling them that democratization will 
not apply to the Greek elements. 

The governemnt spokesman also provided statistics 

about the number of refugees. A total of 5,557 refugees 
entered Greece in 1990, 3,163 of whom arrived between 
29 December and | January. [passage omitted] 

Polidhoras further noted that Papasliotis, director of the 
Al Directorate of the Foreign Ministry, has been in 
Tirana for the past four days for consultations with the 
Albanian Government to resolve the problem created by 

the use of such maneuvers. For the same reason, by 
Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis’ official visit to 
Albania has been moved up and will take place 13-14 

January. [passage omitted] 

The government spokesman reiterated that Greece has 

decided to contribute to the development of southern 
Albania through an investment program, as it has also 
done in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, and has already 
worked out an investment policy. particlarly for the 

development of southern Albania. The process of 

democratization in Albania will result in the improve- 

ment of economic conditions and so 11 1s essential that 
the Greeks of North Ipiros remain at home so they can 

contribute to and benefit from this process 

Konstandinos Mitsotakis will pay an official visit to 

Sofia 11-12 January. 
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Three Squadrons in Southeast Put on Alert 

NC0301114691 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 
30 Dec 9) p 14 

|Report by Belgin Ertuk: “Reconnarssance Flights by Our 
Jet Aircraft] 

| Text] Diyarbakir, (MIL' T News Service}—Turkey 
iS taking additional me. res in its southeastern border 
region with Iraq against a possible war. The military 
traffic in the interior of the country 1s intensifying near 
the border region. Three squadrons affiliated with the 2d 
Tactical Air Force Command in Diyarbakir have been 
placed on a state of alert. The three squadrons, that 1s. 
the ISist. the 182d, and the 184th squadrons, are 
carrying out reconnaissance flights along the border day 
and night. The information gathered from the reconn.s- 
sance flights 1s immediately transferred to the ceniral 
command to be assessed. An “operational communica- 

tions center” has been established between the 2d Tac- 
tical Air Force Command in Diyarbakir and the U.S 
base mm Purinchik. 

The loth Mechanized Brigade 

The military buildup on Turkey's border with Iraq 1s 
continuing. It has been ascertained that the 16th Mech- 
anized Brigade, which 1s affiliated with the 7th Army 
Corps in Diyarbakir province, will be transferred to 
Silop: district. The brigade 1s currently based in the 
Devegecid: locality which is 30 km from Diyarbakir. It 
will spread out to take up war positions along the border 

and coordinate its operations with the military units 

which have been deployed in the area carher 

The Iraqi Troops Are Deserting 

lt has been reported that 40 Iraqi officers and ser- 

vicemen in the Habur sector of the border crossed the 
Al-Hayzal river to seek refuge in Turkey during the past 
month. An officer and a servicemen sought refuge from 
the Turkish officials after they crossed the Al-Hayzal 
river into Turkey two days ago. Both are reported to 
have been assigned to a garrison near Zakhu in Iraq. The 

republic's prosecutor in the region has disclosed that the 
two men will be transiciced to Sirnak 

NATO Decision To Send Allied Force Welcomed 

140201184291 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1800 GMT 2 Jan 91 

IText]) Replying to a question, Forcign Ministry 

spokesman Murat Sungar said that the Turkish Govern- 
ment welcomes the NATO decision to send an allicd 
mobile force to Turkey, on that it indicates the determi- 

nation and solidarity of the allies to protect all allied 
territory 
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Foreign “linister Alptemocia Leaves for Pakistan 

140201153691 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

1456GMT 2 Jan Yl 

[Text] Ankara (ANATOLIA}—Foreign Minister Ahmet 
Kurtcebe Alptemocin departed for Pakistan on 
Wednesday for a 3-day visit at the invitation of his 

Pakistan: counterpart Sahabzada Yaqub Khan 

Alptemocin told the press members at the airport that 
bilateral talks between the two countries would cover 

regional and international rissucs, including the Gulf 

crisis, and bilateral relations 

Indicating that Iranian Foresgn Minister “Ali Akbar 
Velayati will be visiting Pakistan simultancously with 

him. Alptemocin said the trilateral talks will cover 
developments regardé:ng the cooperation agreement 

between Turkey. Iran and Pakistan 

Alpiemocin will also present a verbal message from 

President Turgut O7zal to Pakistan: President Ghulam 

Ishag Khan and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 

Foreign Exchange Reserves Up 35.5 Percent 

140201208191 Ankara TRT Television Network 
m Turkish 1700 GMT 2 Jan 9] 

[Excerpts] The Central Bank foreign exchange reserves 
rose by 35.5 percent from last year and reached $6.324 

billon. [passage omitted] 

In 1990. Turkey repaid foreign debts totalling $5.568 

billion. It will repay around $4 billion in foreign debts in 
199] 

Various Sides React to Planned Strike 

140201193191 Ankara TRT Television Network 

m Turkish 1800 GMT 2 Jan 91 

{Excerpts} Intersor Minister Abdulkadir Aksu has said 
that he hopes that the Turkish workers, who so far have 

repeatedly proven that they are on the side of democracy 

and the state of law, wall not insist oO” an action that the 

courts have determined to be illegal. He expressed the 

belief that unsons and workers will not giv. a chance to 
those circles that are trying to disrupt domestic peace for 
their OWN roterests Ip ssape omitted] 

Turk-Is [Turkish Confederation of Labor] announced 

that the one-day strike planned for tomorrow 1s the 

exercise of a democratic nmght. A written statement 

issued by Turk-Is said that this mght will be exercised 
despite everything and that, within the framework of the 

professional responsibility 1 has displayed from the day 
it was founded. the confederation will ensure that no 

incidents occur tomorrow. [passage omitted] 

Hak-Is [Moral Workers Confederation] leader Necati 
Cehk sand that their previous statements about the 

one-day strike and the reasons they gave for the sirike are 

still valid. At the end of a Hak-Ils meeting today, Celik 
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said that he and his colleagues will not report to work 
tomorrow. The strike 1s utterly socroeconomic, as far as 
we are concerned, he said, adding that the action 1s 
democratic. [passage omitted] 

The Social Democratic Populist Party executive council 
issued statement saying that the strike planned for 
tomorrow is democratically justified and does not 
trample on laws. It said that 11 1s umpossibic to condemn 
this action as an illegal general strike. [passage omitted] 

The True Path Party chairmanship council declared that 
the labor action planned for tomorrow is not a gencral 
strike but a demand for rights. [passage omitted] 

Akbulut Calls on Workers Not To Strike 

740301094791 Ankara Domestic Service in Turkish 
0700 GMT 3 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] Prime Minister Yildirim Akbulut has said that 
the general strike scheduled for today is illegal and has 
asked the workers to refrain from such an action 
Akbulut said: We do not want to harm our workers. We 
want the union officials to show the same understanding 
and not resort to illegal actions. 

The Council of Ministers met under Akbulut for over 
four hours in Ankara yesterday evening. In a statement 
after the cabinet meeting, Akbulut said that today’s 
strike, the march scheduled for tomorrow, and the Gulf 
crisis were discussed. He noted that in addition to the 
cabinet view that the strike 1s illegal, there 1s also a court 
decision on the issuc. Akbulut added that the workers 
should not participate in this illegal action. Noting that 
the opposition parties support these illegal actions. 

Akbulut said: We can never approve of the fact that our 

parties support illegal actions. This 1s not and should not 

be part of our democratic tradition. [passage omitted] 

Turk-Is Workers Stage One-Day Strike 

7A0301124191 Ankara Domestic Service in Turkish 

1100 GMT 3 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] The one-day strike planned by Turk-ls 
[Turkish Confederation of Labor] and supported by 
Hak-Is [Moral Workers Confederation] 1s under way. 
Turk-Is leader Sevket Yilmaz said that more than 90 
percent of the workers affiliated with the confederation 
have observed the one-day walkout. He added that the 
walkout 1s continuing without provocations from any 
individuals or institutions. Noting that the walkout 1s 
aimed at overcoming the obstacles in the way of a 
democratic regime and of workers rights and freedoms, 
Yilmaz added that Turk-Is 1s exerting efforts to establish 
labor peace on strong foundations. He said that the 
confederation has never run away from a dialogue to 
overcome all these obstacles 

Speaking at a news conference at his home in Ankara, 
Hak-lIs leader Necati Celik said that some 75 percent of 
the workers affiliated with Hak-Is are participating in the 
walkout. Expressing the belief that workers’ problems 
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can be solved through negotiations, Celik said that the 
confederation does not aim to hurt the citizens. [passage 
omitted] 

PKK’s Ocalan Views Armed Struggle, Solution 

V0 0201202291 Bonn BERNWEDAN in Turkish 
30 Now W p 14 

[Interview with Abdullah Ocalan, secretary general of 
the Workers Party of Kurdistan, PKK, by Hans Brand- 
sheidt and Ronald Ofteringer, correspondents for the 
German newspaper TAZ: place and date not given—first 

published by TAZ on 16 November] 

{Excerpt} [TAZ] Earher this spring, six years after your 
organization launched its armed struggle against the 
Turkish authorities in 1984, a popular movement con- 
firmed the existence of strong sympathy for the PKK. 
The PKK’s activities are no longer confined to clashes in 
isolated mountain regions, and it even enjoys wide- 
spread support in the cities. How do you see your future 

course’ 

[Ocalan] We did not launch the armed struggle because 
we wanted to resort to force, but because we were 
compelled to. We launched our struggle to assert the 
existence of the Kurdish people, to start a debate on our 
people's national nghts and freedoms. When we meet 
with armed aggression from the state, we were forced to 
defend our views and ideas. Pursuit of this armed 
Struggle, however, has not turned into an end in itself, 
and we have never said we would be unwilling to give it 

up. Had the Turkish state guaranteed freedom of expres- 
sion and the right to political organization, had it 
allowed our people to establish a political movement, we 
would never have resorted to the use of force. 

l told the newspaper HURRIYET that | was prepared to 

call a cease-fire. We want to have the right to establish 
democratic organizations and to conduct political activ- 
ities freely, we want to secure the release of political 

detainees and to stop torture at prisons, and we want a 
referendum to be held that will allow our people to 

exercise their right to self-determination. 

If these conditions are met, the PKK 1s prepared to 
suspend its armed struggle and to settle the problem 

through negotiations. The only response to our proposals 

thus far, however, has been harsher aggression. This 1s 
not surprising; anyone familar with Turkish history 
knows that its rulers have long planned to massacre the 

Kurdish people 

[TAZ] You want a single Kurdish state to be created 
from Kurdish territory in Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria. 
How can this objective be achieved when it 1s not only 

against the interests of these particular countries, but 

also against the interests of NATO and the EC” 

{Ocalan} The political unification of the dismembered 
Kurdish people will certainly be very difficult to achieve. 
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but we cannot abandon this goal. Our first duty, how- 
ever, 1S to develop practical and realistic ideas that will 
bring us closer to the solution of the Kurdish problem. 
We may agree to a solution with the Turkish state based 
on freedom and equality. The democratization of the 
State, the improvement of the Kurdish people's eco- 
nomic, political, and social conditions, and the establish- 

ment of autonomous Kurdish institutions would be 
important steps on the road to such a solution. We do 
not see total separation from Turkey as the only solution. 
In return, however, we want the state to reorganized and 
a union in the form of a federation or confederation to be 
established on the basis of freedom and equality. There 
1S a growing trend around the world to reach solutions on 
the basis of national self-determination. A model based 
on a umion of autonomous states should also be consid- 
ered for Turkey. [passage omitted] 

Importance of Religion in Kurdish Struggle Noted 

NC0201211691 Cologne SER (WEBUN in Turkish 
Nov 90 pp 18-20 

{Article by Abdullah Ocalan, secretary general of the 
Workers Party of Kurdistan: “Turkism in Kurdistan, 
Islam, and the National Liberation Movement” } 

[Excerpts] As in many other areas of life in Turkey, the 
concepts of liberalism and reaction have been confused 
when it comes to religious matters and Isiam. Secularism 
has been presented to and imposed on society im an 

extremely biased way. In Turkey, where the over- 
whelming majority of the population 1s Muslim, one of 

the greatest shortcomings of the left has been its 
approach toward religion and the Muslims. One of the 

reasons for the lefi's weakness and its failure to win 
popular support has been its inability to develop a policy 
that would win over the Muslim masses. Thus, it 1s 
necessary that we point out misconceptions by exposing 
what 1s false and emphasizing what 1s true 

Particularly since the onset of 12 September fascism. 
religion has been the tool most widely exploited by the 

Turkish Republic in its special war against the popular 

movement in Kurdistan. In particular, false religious 
orders [tarikats] have become the most effective weapon 
of the special war policy. [passage omitted] 

To neutralize the impact of Kurdish national liberation 

ideology on the Kurdish people, to forestall develop- 

ments in line with this ideology, and to prevent religion 
from playing a role in the revolution, the 12 September 
fascist regime and its present-day extension—the Moth- 
erland Party—have sought to create new religious orders 
and organizations and to expand existing ones. The 
Motherland Party 1s using religious orders to maintain 
the status quo and to preserve the reactionary rule of 

landlords and sheikhs in our country 

The government thus supports several religious orders, 
particularly the Naksibend: order. This order was estab- 
lished during the rule of Sultan Yavuz Selim as a den of 
informers and it has fulfilled this role for centuries. It 
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should not be taken lightly. Its orgin goes back to even 
before the time of Idris of Bitlis, and today its member- 
ship 1s not limited to Bitlis. Members of this order can be 
found as far away as south Kurdistan and in the Barzani 
family. To this day, all its members maintain close ties 
with the government. Therefore. being a follower of the 
Naksi order means being a Turkish agent hiding behind 
a cloak of religion. [passage omitted] 

It 1s Our duty, therefore, to expose these relignous orders, 
the growth of which has reached dangerous proportions. 
We must unmask and neutralize these religious orders. 
We must show that they have nothing to do with Islam, 
that they are using Islam as a tool for exploitation, that 
they function as agents, and that they have set them- 
selves against the national liberation struggle. These 
religious orders, which are sprouting and flourishing like 
mushrooms, have turned into gangs. just like the gangs of 
village guards. [passage omitted] 

It ss our duty, therefore, to use religion im the anti- 
imperialist and anticolonialist struggle. As was done in 
the Iranian experiment, we can achieve results by 

emphasizing the positive aspects of religion. We can 
adopt a more positive stand toward religion and follow 
the example of the anti-imperialist and radical religious 
movements in Iran. The Iranian experiment shows that 
religion can be used as a weapon against fascism and 
imperialism. The correct revolutionary approach 1s for 
us to hit back with their own weapons and thus give them 
the reply they deserve. We must improve our pre- 
formance in this field and carry out our tasks with due 
respect for the religious feelings of the people. We must 
attach greater importance to these feelings and, by prop- 

erly understanding the true progressive and revolu- 
tionary character of religion, we must destroy the agents 
of reaction and the servants of imperialism 

We respect all religions. We respect the Assyrians, the 
Armenians, and the other Christians iiving im our 
country. We respect those who believe in the Yezidi 

religion and we support their wish to preserve their 
religion. [passage omitted] 

The left has traditionally suffered from a serious failing: 
It distorts the concept of religion or even denies its 
existence. We have been very careful not to make the 

same mistake, and we have correctly understood the 

significance of religion. We believe that, in the final 

analysis, religion 1s a revolutionary ideology—or was, at 
least, at first. We believe that the emergence of Islam was 
also a revolutionary movement. We have stressed that in 
those ideologies that had a religious character, it was the 
religious aspect that had the greatest weight. This 1s true 
for Islam as well. Truly, Islam was a political revolution 
that opened the way to the creation of a great civiliza- 
tion. Furthermore, Islam's influence today and the pos- 
itive aspects of many Islamic values cannot be denied 

[passage omitted] 
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Kurdish Paper Reports November Fighting 
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[Eduonal Report] On pages three and four of us 30 
November edition, Bonn BERXWEDAN in Turkish 
carnes reports on armed activity by fighters of the 
People’s Liberatton Army of Kurdistan, ARGK. in 
November 

The paper notes that im the first week of November. 
ARGK members and fighters from the “Eastern Ana- 
toha Regional Command of the Turkish Revolutionary 
Communist Commando Army.” TIKKO, launched a 
joint operation in the Merxo locality of Ovactk district in 
Dersim (Tunceli), ARGK and TIKKO fighters 
ambushed a two-vehicle convoy, killing at least 10 sol- 
diers and wounding many more. Following this incident, 
the ARGK-TIKKO unit killed two soldiers and wounded 
another two in a clash near the village of Kozluca in 
Ovacik. A TIKKO member was also killed. “Four more 
TIKKO fighters were martyred in subsequent operations 
launched by the enemy. The enemy's losses are not yet 
known.” The paper goes on to note that the jot 
ARGK-TIKKO operation was the result of cooperation 
between the two organizations at the local level 
“Whether such cooperation 1s limited to this particular 
operation or whether there are more such jornt actions im 
the future depends, to a great extent, on the stand of 
TIKKO’s Eastern Anatolia Regional Command.” The 
paper adds that ARGK 1s ready to cooperate with any 
Turkish revolutionary organization provided it respects 
the Kurdish people's national liberation struggic 

In reports on other operations, the paper notes that two 

ARGK fighters were killed in clashes near Koctepe 
village in Lice on 6 or 7 November. A shephard im the 
arca was also killed by Turkish troops. “According to 
reports from patriots in the region. two enemy vehicles 
were completely destroyed in these clashes and at Icast 
20 enemy troops, including officers, were killed or seri- 
ously wounded.” 

On 24 November, a bomb destroyed a military vehicle 
parked outside a garage in the Dortyol locality of Cizre 
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township and wounded a sumsor officer. two soldiers, and 

two children. “A statement issued by the enemy claimed 

the explosion was caused by a hand grenade thrown by 
ARGK fighters, but this claim has not been confirmed.” 

On the same day. ARGK fighters destroyed a substation 
that supplied power to Osyan (Dogankoy) village. They 
then planicd land mincs around power and tclephone 
poles. Two village guards were killed and at least nine 
other people wounded when a mine ciploded as repau 
work was being carned out 

On the night of 24-25 November, ARGK fighters killed 
a pohceman outside his home in Silop: district and 

seized his weapon. 

On 25 or 26 November. four soldiers were wounded 
during a clash near a camp of the “Tileber Battahon™ in 
Hezex (idil) district near the Nusaybin-Cizre highway 
ARGK fighters also staged an attack on the Cizre-Idil 
highway, shooting onc policeman and two soldicrs 

On 28 November, troops surrounded two ARGK 
fighters near the hamlet of Kawar in Bolukcm village in 
Pazarcik. The ARGK members fought until their ammu- 
nition ran out and “were martyred by the numerically 
superior enemy forces.” Turkish authorities claimed 
four ARGK members had been killed, but “according to 
rchable information, the other two persons murdered 

were Mustafa Kocoren, a member of the auxiliary police, 

and his 20-year-old son Veysel. who may have been 
cutting firewood in the arca. They were shot deliberately 
and coldbloodedly .~ 

The paper also reports that according to its correspon- 
dents in Kerboran (Dargecit) and Hezex (Idil), ARGK 
fighters launched several operations in the region during 
the last week of November In one operation, they 
attacked the police station in Vasikil (Kismeth) village. 
inflicting heavy damage on the building and putting 
many “enemy soldiers out of action.” In another opera- 
tion, ARGK fighters ambushed an “enemy operations 

unit” near Dilan (Ulas) village. killing or wounding 
seven soldiers 
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